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Paulicians Between the Dogme and the Legend*
General statement
Of all medieval confessional deviations from the Orthodoxy called by the term ‘heresies’ the Bogomilism and the Paulicianism have the longest life 
in the Bulgarian cultural-historical memory. The reasons for the given state of mat-
ters in regards of every one of both, as close to each other, as self-dependent, are 
different, but the final result is the same. As concerns the Paulicianism, at first place 
it finds expression in a very strong nominative tradition, which survives despite 
the historical transformations of the former times medieval heretic movement1 
into an ethno-confessional and linguistic-dialect community of the Bulgarian Pau-
licians Catholics as a product of the Modern Times and the Catholic propaganda 
in the Bulgarian lands from the beginning of the 17th century2. If we paraphrase 
* This article has been written under the research project Dualist Heresies in the History of South- 
-East Europe (9th–15th centuries), financed by the National Science Centre (Poland). Decision number: 
2016/22/M/HS3/00212.
1 Because of the immense scope of the accumulated literature, here we will refer only to fundamen-
tal and quoted bibliographic unities: Petrus Siculus, Historia Manichaeorum, [in:] PG, vol. CIV, 
col. 1239–1304; Petrus Siculus, Sermo I–II adversus Manichaeos, [in:] PG, vol. CIV, col. 1305–1346; 
Photius, Contra Manichaeos, [in:] PG, vol. CII, col. 15–264; Р.М. БАРТИКЯН, Петр Сицилийски 
и его “История павликиан”, ВB 43.18, 1961, p.  323–358; N.S.  Garsoian, The Paulician Heresy. 
A Study of the Origin and Development of Paulicianism in Armenia and the Eastern Provinces of the 
Byzantine Empire, Hague–Paris 1967; P. Lemerle, L’Histoire des Pauliciens d’Asie Mineure d’après 
les sources grecques, TM 5, 1973, p. 1–144; Christian Dualist Heresies in the Byzantine World c. 650 – 
c. 1450, ed. J. Hamilton, B. Hamilton, Y. Stoyanov, Manchester 1998, especially: The Paulicians, 
p. 5–25; К. ГЕЧЕВА, Богомилството и неговото отражение в средновековна християнска Евро-
па. Библиография, София 2007, especially: Манихейство, p. 93–100; Павликянство, p. 100–106; 
Średniowieczne herezje dualistyczne na Bałkanach. Źródła słowiańskie, ed. G. Minczew, M. Skowro-
nek, J.M. Wolski, Łódź 2015 [= SeCer, 1].
2 Е. Fermendžin, Acta Bulgariae Ecclesiastica. Ab a. 1565 usque ad a. 1799, Zagrebiae 1887; Л. МИ-
ЛЕТИЧ, Нашите павликяни, СНУНК 19, 1903; М. ЙОВКОВ, Павликяни и павликянски селища 
в българските земи XV–XVIII  в., София 1991; Документи за католическата дейност през 
XVII  в., София 1993; Н.  НЕДЕЛЧЕВ, Диалект на българите католици (северен павликянски 
говор), Велико Търново 1994; Е. ВРАЙКОВА-ГЕНОВА, Белене. Говор на павликяните католици, 
Плевен 2003; M. Walczak-Mikołajczakowa, Piśmiennictwo katolickie w Bułgarii, Poznań 2004; 
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the title of the eminent explorer of the European dualism J. Duvernoy, and change 
the original relation in his article Les noms et la chose3, the case in point is one 
and the same term in which one puts different content, but it keeps alive precisely 
because it has what to name, that is to say because of the constant presence of the 
Paulicians and the Paulicianism in Bulgarian cultural-historical context. From the 
contemporary point of view, over the terms ‘Paulicianism’ and ‘Paulicians’ some 
stable meanings, word-uses and colocative unities have been shaped:
1. Medieval heretics, followers of the dualistic teaching, which came to birth in 
Western Armenia in the 7th century, and consequently, during the 8th–10th centu-
ries, spread in Asia Minor, Syria, Byzantium, and Bulgaria (derivative ‘Paulician 
heresy’).
2. Denomination of a part of Bulgarian ethnos, which adopted Catholicism as 
a result of the Contra reformation, the Council of Trent (1545–1563), the subse-
quent purposeful aspirations of the Roman Catholic Church to expand its influ-
ence in the Balkans, and especially after the Franciscan order’s mission in the Bul-
garian lands head by Petar Solinat in 1595 (derivatives ‘Paulician dialect’, ‘Paulican 
literature’, including a rich nominative tradition of toponymy in the historically 
raised villages of Paulicianism in North Bulgaria, the region of Nikopol, Chiprovtsi, 
and around Plovdiv)4. In the initial period of proselytism, those Bulgarians still 
kept their old beliefs of dualist heretics, which, in conditions of the Ottoman 
domination on the Balkans, were mixed with folk style practices and superstitions 
because of low educational and social level. They occurred to be the suitable tar-
get for the Catholic missionaries being isolated from their Orthodox compatriots 
and the Greek clergy as Schismatics. Long time before L. Miletich had titled his 
fundamental work Our Paulicians, the “bishop of Great Bulgaria” Filip Stanislavov, 
himself Paulikyanich by second name, used the same expression: nostri Paulinisti, 
Catholici Bulgariae и Pauliani; other definitions about them were also Scismatici 
quali sono ostonatissimi e difficilissimi a ridursi all’abedienza della Santa Romana 
Chiesa5.
М. ДИМИТРОВА, Книжнината на българите католици, [in:] История на българската средно-
вековна литература, ed. А. МИЛТЕНОВА et al., София 2008, p. 744–752; Л. ГЕОРГИЕВ, Българи-
те католици в Трансилвания и Банат XVIII-първата половина на XIX, София 2010; Д. РА-
ДЕВА, Павликяни и павликянство в българските земи. Архетип и повторения VII–XVII  в., 
София 2015.
3 J. Duvernoy, Les noms et la chose, SlOc 16, 2003, p. 189–198.
4 К.  СТАНЧЕВ, Литературата на българите католици през XVII и XVIII  в. и преходът от 
Средновековие към Възраждане, ЛM 3, 1981, p. 3–11; М. АБАДЖИЕВА, Езикът на павликянската 
книжнина от XVIII в., БE 40, 2013, Supplement, p. 262–274; И. ЗЛАТАНОВ, П. ЛЕГУРСКА, Обречeни 
на малцинство, Дз 2.4, 2014 – where authors point more then 26 oikonymes from the same moti-
vating roof.
5 Документи…, p. 27, 42.
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3. Derivatives in the dialects which were realized deviations from the true faith, 
as for instance павликянче ‘non-baptized child’, together with поганче, еврейче, 
дяволче, некръстче and others, developing the feature ‘unclean’, ‘non-Christian’, 
‘from other faith’, or the famous popular formula in the rite of baptism дадохте 
ни го павликянче, на ви го сега христиенче (you gave the child to us Paulician, 
here we return the child to you Christian)6. The dialects know the word павльо as 
a different appellative to Catholic, the second meaning of the term. In Ottoman 
times, the term Paulicians was charged with keeping alive the generic conscious-
ness and preserving the community. However, surmounting the initial prosely-
tism, the confessional group of Bulgarian Paulicians stopped self-identifying with 
this term, because they estimated it already obsolete and pejorative, and replaced 
it with the more suitable Catholics.
The beginning of this long lasting continuum has been started in the Medieval 
Ages. It is the reason for the variation of the written sources about Paulicians from 
historical or strict dogmatic writings of significant Byzantine Church authorities, 
some works of whom have been translated in Slavonic, to original, or revised and 
compiled in Bulgarian environment popular and legendary texts. In the present 
article, we shall try to compare the way of how Paulicians were described in both 
types of sources by using for this purpose the approach of the linguistic and cultur-
ological conceptualization of the alterity. Our aim is motivated by the commonly 
acknowledged fact that in the basic anthropological opposition ‘one’s own – other’ 
in its social prospective the confessional sign is a key position of comparison. Our 
concrete tasks will be, by means of linguistic analysis, to reach some essential dog-
matic issues in the Paulician doctrine, and to focalize on the perception models 
towards Paulicians with their tangible semantic codes according to the specifies 
of the Medieval world view. The two chosen texts our analysis will be based on, 
are as follows:
1. The legendary narrative Sermon about how the Paulicians have been conceived 
(cetera: S). It rejoices at live scholar interest and has already a reliable archeograph-
ic record with eight copies known insofar7. In their titles, three of them carry out 
6 М. КИТАНОВА, “Чуждите” деца в българската култура и език, БE 61.3, 2014, p. 19–32; data 
base from the Archive of the Department of dialectology and linguistic geography in the Institute 
for Bulgarian Language, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.
7 Й. ИВАНОВ, Произход на павликяните според два български ръкописа, [in:] Избрани произве-
дения, vol. I, София 1992, p. 111–123; А. МИЛТЕНОВА, Разобличението на дявола-граматик (към 
историята на старобългарската легенда за произхода на павликяните), [in:] Човек и време. 
Сборник с научни изследвания в памет на Сабина Беляева, ed. Р. ДАМЯНОВА, Е. ТРАЙКОВА, Со-
фия 1997, p. 287–294; eadem, Отново за разказа за произхода на павликяните, BMd 6, 2015, 
p. 233–240; К. СТАНЧЕВ, Павликяните – ученици на дявола. Бележки относно финала на апок-
рифния разказ за произхода на павликяните, [in:] Vis et Sapientia. Studia in honorem Anisavae 
Miltenova, ed. A. Angusheva, M. Dimitrova et al., София 2016, p. 761–768; Średniowieczne herezje 
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John Chrysostom’s name to whom refers the typical Bulgarian location of the plot 
nearby the fortress of Petrich and the area of Bachkovo monastery – one of the 
centers of fight against the Armenian-Paulician heresy in Thrace, where as early as 
the 8th century the Byzantine emperors, particularly John I Tzimiskes (969–976) 
in 975 settled Paulicians and Armenians tondrakites, considered to be also Pauli-
cians, in the region of Philipopolis, and in this way fostered the Paulician presence 
in the Balkans8. One supposes that the legend occurred among the cultivated 
low clergy from the region soon after the establishment of Bachkovo monastery 
‘St. Theotokos’ from Gregory Pakourianos († 1086), that is to say not later than the 
beginning of the 12th century. One unique prototype with several revision changes 
underlies at the base of the overall text record. According to its most persistent 
contemporary scholar A. Miltenova the work takes place among the most valu-
able popular and legendary narrative sources about the Paulicianism and the atti-
tude towards it in Bulgarian environment. It could be also added that the Sermon 
is a testimony from the early period of the Byzantine domination, and it is not 
excluded its appearance to be stimulated by real historical events as the Paulician 
rebellion from 1074 nearby Philipopolis9.
2. The second text is strictly dogmatic one, and has never been studied in its Sla-
vonic translation for the time being. It is about the 24th title of Panoplia Dogmatica 
(cetera: PD) by Euthymius Zigabenus entitled Κατὰ τῶν λεγομένων Παυλικιανῶν 
ἐκ τῷν Φωτίου τοῦ μακαριωτάτου πατριάρχου Κοωνσραντινουπóλεως10. The Sla-
vonic translation of this “anti-heretic encyclopedia” from the reign of emperor 
Alexius I Comnenus (1081–1118), commissioned personally by him and compiled 
as a mature work of the great hereciologist about 1104–1118, raises a series of con-
dualistyczne na Bałkanach…, p. 225–231 – with reedition of the original Slavonic text and translation 
in Polish language. In modern Bulgarian translation the Sermon is inserted among the Bulgarian sto-
ries, narratives and revisions of Greek originals in: Д. ПЕТКАНОВА, Народното четиво през XVI–
XVIII в., София 1990, p. 302–303; Д. РАДЕВА, Павликяни… – photo type reproduction of Adzhar 
copy according to Ivanov’s edition with new Bulgarian translation by M. Spasova, p. 521–534.
8 Christian Dualist Heresies…, р. 23; Р.М. БАРТИКЯН, Византийская, армянская и болгарская ле-
генды о происхождении павликиан и их историческая основа, Bbg 6, 1980, p. 61.
9 Д. РАДЕВА, Павликяни…, p. 198.
10 Euthymius Zigabenos, Panoplia Dogmatica, [in:] PG, vol. CXXX, col. 1189–1243; J. Wickert, 
Die Panoplia Dogmatica des Euthymios Zigabenos, Berlin 1910; M.  Angold, Church and Society 
in Byzantium under the Komnenoi, 1081–1261, Cambridge 2000, p.  45–72; А.  Rigo, La Panoplia 
Dogmatica d’Euthymios Zygabenos. Savoir Encyclopédique et les Hérésies du Présent, [in:] Papers pre-
sented at the 19th Annual Theological Conference of St. Tikhon’s Orthodox University, Moscow 2008; 
idem, La panoplie dogmatique d’Euthyme Zigabène: les Pères de l’Église, l’empereur et les hérésies du 
present, [in:] Byzantine theologians. The systematization of their own doctrine and their perception of 
foreign doctrines, ed. A. Rigo, P. Ermilov, Rome 2009, p. 19–32; N. Miladinova, Panoplia Dogma-
tike – a study on the antiheretical anthology of Euthimios Zigabenos in the Post-Byzantine Period, Leu-
ven–Budapest 2010; M. Berke, An annotated edition of Eyrhimios Zigabenos, Panoplia Dogmatikē, 
Chapters 23–28, Belfast 2011.
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troversial questions, and still has an unclear destiny. Remarkable fact is that the 
fifth most important anti-heretic titles, namely against the iconoclasts, the Arme-
nians, the Paulicians, the Massalians, and the Bogomils (in the Greek original 
under numeration 22, 23, 24, 26, and 27 from the second book of the Panoplia), 
in Slavonic translation have been preserved in a unique copy: in manuscript from 
the Library of the Romanian Academy of Sciences in Bucharest BAR Ms.slav. 296 
from the first quarter of the 15th century (1410–1420) – the first four mentioned 
titles, but with different numeration from 19th to the 22th titles; the title against 
the Bogomils – in the manuscript from the National Scientific Library in Odessa, 
Ukraine, ОГНБ 1/108. The same title against the Bogomils is absent from the man-
uscript from the Romanian repository, because the manuscript itself is not entirely 
preserved, and ends on f. 330v with the title against Massalians unachieved. The 
title against Paulicians here comprises folia 280r–322v11. Some scholars examine 
the “Bucharest” and the “Odessa” parts of the Slavonic Panoplia as two text por-
tions of one and the same manuscript body with one and the same copyist, who 
has been identified with the Bulgarian Gerasim, famous by copying with his recog-
nizable handwriting important written monuments of patriarch Euthymius’ Liter-
ary School, but the alternative hypothesis that the “Bucharest” part of the Slavonic 
Panoplia represents an autograph of anonymous translator, who translated it on 
Mouth Athos, is not to be neglected easily12. This means that the chronology of 
the translation in the both opinions still keeps to be divided between the end of 
the 14th – the first two decades of the 15th centuries, with all questions resulting 
from about the place, the translator/translators, the existence or non-existence 
of a presumed official commission by concrete Church or secular power. Insofar, 
the two manuscripts with different location are the only ones witnesses about the 
Slavonic translation of the mentioned anti-heretic titles, and the scholarly per-
spectives in their regards are complexes. The issues on the early PD  Slavonic 
translation, in general, seem complicate enough too. Despite these matters will 
not be a special focus of attention, we estimate the partial publication and analysis 
11 P.P. Panaitescu, Manuscrisele slave din Biblioteca Academiei RPR, vol. I, Bucureşti 1959, р. 395–
396. The peculiarities of this textual segmentation are to be discussed further in the article.
12 К.  ИВАНОВА, О славянском переводе Паноплии догматики Евфимия Зигавина, [in:] Иссле-
дования по древней и новой литературе, Ленинград 1987, p. 101–105; Н. ГАГОВА, Един вероя-
тен преводачески автограф от първата четвърт на XV в. (Още веднъж за ранния славянски 
превод на “Догматическо всеоръжие” на Евтимий Зигавин), Pbg 25.1, 2001, p. 79–94; eadem, 
Поръчвал ли е деспот Стефан Лазаревич превода на “Догматическо всеоръжие” от Евтимий 
Зигавин, [in:] eadem, Владетели и книги. Участието на южнославянския владетел в производ-
ството и употребата на книги през Средновековието (IX–XV в.): рецепцията на византий-
ския модел, София 2010, p. 130–140. Indirectly, some matters about the Slavonic translation of PD 
have been touched in other publications, as for example: Я.М. ВОЛСКИ, Богомилите и светлината 
на Житието на св.  Иларион Мъгленски от патриарх Евтимий Търновски, Pbg 37.4, 2013, 
p. 74–81; idem, Autoproscoptae, Bogomils and Massalians in the 14th Century Bulgaria, SCer 4, 2014, 
p. 233–244.
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of one of the most voluminous anti-heretic titles of the Slavonic PD, undertaken 
for the first time, very useful for further and absolute obligatory researches upon, 
which, hopefully, will not be late to appear.
Semantic codes
1. For every medieval text is of great importance to be credited with a high author-
ity. The pseudo-attribution to John Chrysostom in some copies of S is an approved 
way of generating prestige to a text from the “law” tradition. On opposite, as still 
visible in its title, PD sticks to one of the most authoritative anti-Paulician Byz-
antine works all over the Medieval Age. Patriarch Photius’s († 893) work Contra 
Manichaeos served as base for Zigabenus’s compilation, which is acknowledged 
by the compiler himself: дльжно ⷭ раꙁꙋмѣты ꙗ̑ко ̑ꙁьбравь аꙁь ꙗ̑же ꙋ͗же реченнаа 
͗ ꙗ̑же вь прочее поⷣꙋ̑чненаа настоещомꙋ тї́тлꙋ вь главꙁнахь⸱ ѡ̑ва ꙋ̑бо̏, по вьсемⷹ 
сьврьнⷲаⷷ положⷯ⸱ по ськращенїꙋ дльготы ꙋ̑клонв се. нѣкаа же ѿ ⷯже вь сьпсан-
ныⷯ реченаго патрїаха (col. 1190–1191, f. 285r–v)13. The work of patriarch Photius 
is even more valuable because the author reproduced some first hand testimonies 
from Peter of Sicily, who in 869–870 had been commissioned by emperor Basil 
I as ambassador to Chrysocheir, leader of the Paulicians in their independent state 
near the Byzantine–Arab frontier. Since Peter of Sicily’s writing is known accord-
ing to only one 11th-century Greek copy, and this of patriarch Photius accord-
ing to 10 Greek copies, but no Slavonic recorded, what has been included in PD 
practically gave to both of them a new life, especially in regard with the historical 
and the dogmatic knowledge about Paulicians in Slavic medieval milieu14. However, 
in the title in question, one considers patriarch Photius’s base in Zigabenus’s work 
so much extended with secondary additional material about the Paulician beliefs, 
that its cohesion was damaged, and consequently the entire title was not properly 
used as source about the Paulicianism15.
2. Onomastic material. The relationship between onymy and heresy is a first-
degree code, because that is exactly by the notion and the appellation, the denotate 
and the designate, the denominating and the denominated enter in close relation. 
13 From here onwards, we shall mark the comparisons between Slavonic and Greek texts of PD fol-
lowing the official standard norms of PG edition for the Greek text, and the folia in the Romanian 
manuscript BAR 296 for the Slavonic one. On the back cover, Ms. slav. BAR 296 brings information 
of having been counted 330 folia in 1898, all stamped with a seal. We shall designate folia according 
to this numbering.
14 The most important Greek sources about Paulicianism are translated in French by authors team: 
Ch. Astruc, W. Conus-Wolska, J. Gouillard, P. Lemerle, I. Papachryssanthou, J. Paramelle, 
Les sources grecques pour l’histoire des Pauliciens d’Asie Mineure, TM 4, 1970 – among which the 
commencement of the quoted Photius’s work. Christian Dualist Heresies…, р. 5–6.
15 N. Garsoian, The Paulician Heresy…, p. 26–79; N. Miladinova, Panoplia Dogmatike…, p. 7.
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Onymic code comprises three primary positions: the name of the heresy; its found-
ers, teachers and disciples, and the geographic area it comes to birth, and spreads.
a) Diverse theories try to explain the origin of the name ‘Paulician’ and its specific 
reference. PD draws it from the double name of the two brothers Paul and John, 
the sons of the Manichaean Kaliniki: Παυλοϊωάνναι > Παυλικιάνοι, ͗ вьмѣсто 
пау́ло і̑ѡ͗а́не, паѵлїкїан ͗менꙋю̑т се (col. 1187, f. 280v). S keeps an echo of the 
same denomination. Coming in the Bulgarian lands, the two devil’s disciples Sabo-
tin and Shutil take apostolic names Paul and John, and teach people to worship 
apostol Paul. The text concludes that the followers who adopted their law must be 
called Paulicians (according to different copies of S павликиѧне, павличане, павли-
кине, павликѣне). The relationship between the name of the heresy and the proper 
name Paul is out of doubt, having given birth to both popular and plausible schol-
arly etymologies. Because of the special respect to Saint Paul’s Epistles among Pau-
licians, some etymological explanations specify that ‘Paulicians’ more accurately 
result from παῦλικι< Παῦλος, as the Epistles had been called on the base of the 
personal name of their author16. According to other explanation, Paul of Samo-
sata (precisely Arsamosata in Armenia), that is to say only one of the brothers, 
homonym of St. Paul, is to be in the base of the ontogenesis of nomination, but 
in fact, one deals with triple confusion of different historical personages with the 
name of Paul. The canonic sources clearly speak about Paulicianists, Paulicians, 
in essence, Trinitarian heresy, followers of Paul, bishop of Samosata in North 
Mesopotamia (260–268), whose connection with Paulicians dualists is not direct, 
but it often occurred medieval authors to merge them. The famous canonist Theo-
dore Balsamon († after 1195) also mentions the fictional story of Kaliniki and her 
sons in his commentaries upon the Canon law legacy17. According to another third 
16 Български етимологичен речник, vol. IV, София 1995, p. 997.
17 For those heretics see the 19th canon of the First Ecumenical Council in Nicea from 325, Paulicians 
–  τῶν Παυλιανισάντων, and elswhere. Правилата на светата Православна църква с тълко-
ванията им, ed. С. ЦАНКОВ, И. СТЕФАНОВ, П. ЦАНЕВ, vol. I, София 1912, p. 353–357. Theodore 
Balsamon’s commentaries on the p. 355. The same heretics are mentioned in Slavonic kormchayas, 
including in the excerpts from the anti-heretic writings of Epiphanius of Cyprus and Timothy of 
Alexandria, for example in the Ilovica kormchaya from 1262, f. 352r–v: павлиꙗнисте. же сѹть па-
вликиꙗне. ѿ павла самосатѣискаго сь павьль. несѹщьствьна хⷭ҄а за малы извѣствѹть. слово про-
износно сего назнаменѹ. ѿ мр͠и же и до н͠нꙗ быти. произвѣстьно же ꙗже ѡ неи вь бжⷭ҄твьныихь 
писанихь реченаꙗ, имать ѹбо не вь истниннѹ же нь ѿ мр͠ии до нн͠ꙗ ѿ пльтскаго пришьствиꙗ го. 
имѣти мѹ начело бытію. In comparison to the declared dualism of the Manichaeans, described 
immediately after: манихеи иже и аконите гл͠ють се. симанинꙗ персѣнина ѹчници. хⷭ҄а ѹбо ѡбразо-
мь гл͠ють. слн͠це же и лѹнѹ почитають звѣздамꙿ же и силамь и бѣсомь молетʼсе. начелѣ же двѣ 
наѹчають зло же сѹще и бл҃го… The passages quoted following the photo type reproduction 
Законоправило или Номоканон светога Саве. Иловички препис 1262 г., ed. М. ПЕТРОВИЋ, Горњи 
Милановац 1991. The different meaning between Paulicianists and Paulicians, павлияне and па-
вликяне, is recorded in Slavonic diachronic dictionaries on the base of diverse sources, for instance 
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explanation ‘Paulicians’ derives from the Greek-made variant of the Armenian 
name Paulikeank, a derogative diminutive from Paul, literally “disciples of little 
Paul”, presumably a later leader of Paulicians, who took them back in Armenia 
in the 11th century18. Apparently, various phonetic and semantic associations lead-
ed to this pluralistic interpretation. A frequent procedure in the law level non offi-
cial and apocryphal literature is to oppose the real and the fictive in one and the 
same denomination, and to create an homonymy (by analogy, the mythic founder 
of the Latin heresy, Peter the Stammerer is an antipode of St. apostol Peter, as well 
as the mythic brother from the couple John-Paul is an opposite to St. Paul). In S, 
the analogic approach finds supplementary grounds by deriving the devil’s name 
from another quite similar to the apostolic one – Паилъ, Впаилъ, Павелъ. The 
names Павлика, Пулика (Pavlika, Paulika) are the devil’s names in the Armenian 
folklore19. It is well known, however, that Paulicians, as the other dualistic heretics, 
especially the Bogomils and the Cathars, prefer to identify themselves simply as 
Christians.
b) Both analyzed texts lay upon the transmission of the primary code of nomi-
nation and a strong onomastic continuity, but due to their different nature, the 
texts differ in historical information and credibility. The rich onomastic material 
from PD continues in a series of concrete names by use of which one describes 
exhaustively the first Paulician teachers and spiritual leaders, who accepted new 
names in purpose of imitating apostol Paul’s disciples. The change of name, or the 
creation of a double name, are significant facts in the Christian paradigm, as they 
are a symbol of spiritual initiation. In both texts, however, the process of changing 
names functions with its enantiosemy, or the development of an opposite nega-
tive connotation versus the entirely positive biblically-shaped process of nam-
ing apostles. As a result, the renamed subjects are accused in false observation 
of the Holy Scriptures, insincerity and hypocrisy. By use of the verbs именовати, 
прѣименовати, прѣлагати, прозъвати сѧ, the Slavonic PD counters subsequently 
and in historical chronology the double names of the main Paulician leaders, by 
the efforts of whom the Paulicianism strengthened its position of teaching with its 
own dogma and relevant organization. Without its teachers and leaders every doc-
trine is doomed to failure and death. It is proved that thanks to Photius’s work and 
its revival in Zigabenus’s compilation Paulicianism stands out as the first heresy 
in chronological order to be the direct adherent and successor of the Manichaeism, 
which could explain the stereotypes of merging and identifying Bogomilism, 
Manichaeism, Massalianism, and Paulicianism during the whole medieval peri-
od. Patriarch Photius wrote in the 9th century when Paulicians manifested them-
Словарь древнерусского языка, vol. XIV, Москва 1988, p. 112–113.
18 P. Lemerle, L’Histoire des Pauliciens…, p. 52; Christian Dualist Heresies…, p. 7.
19 Р.М. БАРТИКЯН, Византийская, армянская и болгарская легенды…, p. 59.
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selves in war conflicts against the empire and proved to had deserved of not being 
underestimated force (likewise in Peter of Sicily who described the insurrection 
of Paulician ruler Chrysocheir and the Paulician state with capital Tefrice, which 
the Byzantine ambassador and writer visited personally; in Zigabenus’s lifetime, 
more precisely in times the Greek PD was presumably completed, about 1114, the 
Byzantine emperor Alexius I Comnenus leaded a successful military campaign 
against the Paulicians around Philippopolis, and even succeeded in converting 
some of them into the Orthodox faith)20. For the Slavic studies of Paulicianism, 
the onomastic data base of PD is without precedent in abundance of facts, because 
they reproduced Photius’ grounds, which, in their turn, coincided in numerous 
points with Peter of Sicily’s account21. The names of the Paulician leaders are as 
follows: Constantine-Silvanus (кѡнстантїнь ͗менꙋеⷨ, вь сїлꙋана себе прѣ͗мено-
ва); Symeon-Titus (сѵмеѡнь – тїта ̑ ть̏ себе прѣ͗меновавь); Genesius-Timothy 
(а̑рмѣннь гене́сїе менемь. прѣпроꙁвав се вь тїмо́ѳеа); Joseph-Epaphroditus 
(четврьт і̑ѡ|сфь⸱ ͗же вь е̑пафро́дїта прѣлагае̑мь); Zacharias (ꙁахарї́а) and Arme-
nian Vahan (ваа́нь скврьны –known also with the nickname ‘The Fool’) remained 
without a second name; finally Sergius- Tychicus, or in total seven “evils” in the 
genealogy of Paulician teaching, the last one expressively described по нⷯ же седмое 
̑ коньчное ꙁло̏ се́ргїе вьꙁрастае̑ть⸱ вь тѵ́хїка ͗ сь̏ себе прѣ͗менова̏⸱ Some couple, 
as this one of Sergius-Tychicus were closely connected with the names of heretic 
leaders, convicted until and on the Fourth Ecumenical Council of Chalcedon, 451 
AD. The list of those heretics traditionally starts with Arius, Nestorius and famous 
monophysites, but includes Paul from Samosata and Lucopetrus as well, the last 
one declared teacher of Sergius, the alleged legendary founder of the arajavor fast 
(a preliminary fast from the pre-Lenten penitential cycle, held during the week 
between the Sunday of the Publican and Pharisee and the Sunday of the Prodi-
gal Son), and a leader of the Bogomils-Phundagiagitae from the Byzantine theme 
Opsikion in northwestern Anatolia, Asia Minor, during the first half of the 11th 
century, as stated by Euthymius of Peribleptos in his famous 11th-century Epistle 
based on authentic contemporary data22. Historically speaking, in some personali-
20 N. Miladinova, Panoplia Dogmatike…, p. 4; Christian Dualist Heresies…, р. 24.
21 In M. Berke (An annotated edition…, p. 46–47) the title is reedited under number 25, and with 
a new textual segmentation, in our opinion, easier for pointing out separated text blocs, and for 
their comprehension. In his History of Paulicians, Peter of Sicily counts up almost the same couples 
of names, some of which the author skillfully parodies. One of the famous examples is Titus’s name 
interpretation as Κῆτος, because the heretic metaphorically “hides” in the see depths, as the animal 
does, but surprises unexpectedly the sailors.
22 G. Ficker, Die Phundagiagiten. Еin Beitrag zur Sektengeschichte des byzantinischen Mittelalters, 
Leipzig 1908, p. 165, 211–219; M. Angold, Church and Society…, p. 467; J. Gouillard, L’hérésie 
dans l’Empire byzantin jusqu’au XII siècle, TM 1, 1965, р. 299–324; A. Sharf, Byzantine Orthodoxy 
and the “Preliminary fast” of the Armenians, [in:] Byzance. Hommage à André Stratos, vol. II, Théolo-
gie et Philologie, Athènes 1986, p. 669–670.
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ties, one alludes both to monophysites and to dualist heresy of Paulicianism. Name 
is a basic identification for one religious doctrine or another. That is way, record-
ing names in the official Synodikon of Orthodoxy was already sufficient orientation 
mark to which of its parts a given name to be affiliated to – to the glorification or 
to the anathema23. From all mentioned Paulician leaders the name of Constantine-
Silvanus from Mananalis in Armenia, who lived in times of emperor Constance II 
(641–668), is to be specially outlined, because he was thought to have established 
the Christian dualism, as distinct from the Zoroastrism and the Dualism of Persian 
Mani (216–277)24.
In S ‘the motif of renaming’ is much more simplified and easy to decode for its 
double-step structure. The devil’s disciples adopted new Christian names, so that 
the stereotype was kept by virtue of traditional view: every heresy is delusive; it 
seduces by apparent observation of the true Christianity, but there are irreconcil-
able contradictions between internal content and visible form. External signs are 
first-degree level of perception and could easily mislead. Renaming Sabotin and 
Shutil in Paul and John followed apostolic model with the difference that the sec-
ond emblematic couple of names was deprived from its leadership. While in the 
spirit of dualism in S the devil established a parallel world on his own, and com-
municated as equal with famous figures of the Christianity, as Basil the Great and 
John Chrysostom, that is namely from him all primer causes for the Paulician 
delusion originated. The names Sabotin and Shutil can be met in various tran-
scriptions, most of which arisen during the natural changing in different milieu 
of copying as because of technical mechanic errors, as because of the associative 
processes of paronymia, paronomasia, popular etymology: Сатинъ, Сѹботинъ, 
Самобатие; Шѹтиль, Шѹтиа, Мѹшинъ, Мѹшѹнъ. There are controversial 
opinions whether they originated from Slavic motivating roots (A.  Miltenova 
points out their presumed parodic meaning from сꙛбота ‘Saturday’ and шѹтъ 
‘jester’, but we allows us to precise that the second one must be rather understood 
in the meaning of ‘fool, foolish’, metaphorically ‘insane, madman’, not ‘without 
horn’), or they derive from Armenian names Smbat, Sumbat, Sheti, Shatila and 
other variants, encountered in historical works, popular legends and even in the 
Persian mythology25. Both hypotheses reconcile to one another if one supposes 
23 И. БОЖИЛОВ, А. ТОТОМАНОВА, И. БИЛЯРСКИ, Борилов Синодик. Издание и превод, София 2010, 
p. 308, 329 – where one can read some of the above-mentioned names. Exhaustive identification and 
most contemporary-sourced historical information about is to be found in the quoted work: Chris-
tian Dualist Heresies…, р. 10–19.
24 On the given issues we shall refer again to: Christian Dualist Heresies…, p. 1–4, 8 – where this 
distinction is pointed in a very accessible but not less scholarly exhaustive prospective. The name 
of Constantine-Silvanus could become familiar to Slav interpretators and men of letters according 
to the mention in George Hamartolus’s Chronicle in its Slavonic translation, vide: Словарь древ-
нерусского языка, vol. VII, Москва 1980, p. 112.
25 Р.М. БАРТИКЯН, Византийская, армянская и болгарская легенды…, p. 61.
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that primary Armenian names spread in Armenian legends, once come into con-
tact zone of the two ethnic groups, namely Slavs Bulgarians and Armenian dias-
pora, could be reconsidered in Slavic prospective. It should be noticed that this 
approach was also of great frequency in the expressive arsenal of the low-level 
and apocryphal literature26. We could not leave without attention one echo from 
obviously popular legendary impact over a song from Sofia region which surpris-
ingly refers to derivates from the two key names in the Paulician legend. The song 
in question addresses to four anonymous saints the following words: като йиде-
те код милого Бога, споменете за йоанинска земя, за земя павликянска (when 
you go to our cherished God, mention him the land of John, the land of Paul – DA).
c) The recorded toponymes in the Slavonic version of PD and S testify how some 
space-shaping and locating mechanism had been put into practice. Accordingly 
to both texts, one deals with the Paulicianism spread in a precise geographic area. 
Toponymes are not of less importance in achieving some polemic and accusato-
ry objectives. In PD, the high education and knowledge of the author come out 
from the exact description of the sixth Paulician churches, everyone with its rel-
evant heretic congregation and leader, together with their main centers, villages 
and fortresses alike. One should remind the famous H. Delehaye’s conclusion that 
the legend obligatory possesses une attache historique ou topographique, because 
of its functional validity to the hagiographic model for the saint and its opposite 
register for unmasking heretic, as both sanctity and its antipode come to birth 
in a given space27. Тhe toponymic data increase the level of historical knowledge. 
PD tells how territories of Paulician influence had been organized into Paulician 
churches on the example of Jesus Christ’s apostles in the following religious cen-
ters in Armenia, Pontius region in Asia Minor, Phanaroia in Byzantine Anato-
lia: Paulician church of Macedonia at Cibossa; this one of Achaia at Mananalis 
nearby Arsamosata in Armenia; Paulician church in Philippi; Laodicean church 
in Enargan; of Ephesius in the town Mopsuet in Cilicia, Asia Minor, and Colossean 
Church in Kanohorites, or Konohorion. The church names do not correspond 
to a real location, but follow important local points of St. Paul’s missionary jour-
ney. This informational segment from the Slavonic translation follows literally 
the Greek original of PD.
In S, narrative plots brought together into бльгарскаꙗ землꙗ (the Bulgarian 
land) with center the mention fortress of Petrich (Петрьчь, Петръцъ, Тетрьць), 
where the devil disciples came from Cappadocia. The ‘Bulgarian land’ was the 
territory of the subsequent story development with several controversial moments 
26 А. МИЛТЕНОВА, Разобличението на дявола-граматик…; eadem, Отново за разказа… – spe-
cial focus on scholarly opinions of R. Bartikyan, K. Uzbashyan and others. Р.М. БАРТИКЯН, Визан-
тийская, армянская и болгарская легенды…, p. 57–62; Д. РАДЕВА, Павликяни…, p. 20, 216–251.
27 H. Delehaye, Les légendes hagiographiques, Paris2 1906, p. 6.
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having allowed various interpretation among scholars. Weather the story told 
about John Chrysostom’s arrival in ‘Bulgarian land’ from Constantinople, or the 
disciples of the devil were taken to him in Constantinople28?
3. Semantic code ‘the heretic teaching, the heretic philosophy, мꙛдрꙛваниѥ’.
a) The first substantial difference between the two sources is the lack of every hint 
of reference to Manichaeism as genetic base for Paulicianism in S. The relations 
with the dualistic marks of Paulician beliefs are only sub textual and allegoric. For 
S more important is to draw their ontogenesis directly from the devil, from the 
Evil in itself. In opposition, PD proclaims Manichaeism main ideological base for 
Paulicianism: паѵлїкїаньскꙋꙋ ересь сьставше⸱ честь ꙋ͗бо манїхе͗скаго не͗стовьст-
ва сꙋщꙋ. Тhe same idea is not only repeatedly outlined at various semantic levels, 
but is accompanied by expressive epithets of total negation and denial. From the 
very beginning, PD narrative reproduces the core of the Byzantine legend for the 
Paulicianism, in which the linking branch between both heresies is the mother 
Kaliniki who had drunk the mire of the Manichaean heresy: жена же нѣкаа кал-
лїньн́кї менемь тню манїхе͗скые ерес вьсꙋ̏ ̑спвшы. In the whole title, the 
name of Mani and derivates from are in frequent use multiple times. The text 
declares that parallels with doctrinal axioms of dualism could be found in other 
passages from other titles of the work: ꙗ̑ко ̑ двѣ̏ начелѣ по беꙁꙋмнїⷯ ѡ̑нⷯѣ, бл͠го 
же ̑ лꙋкавѡ⸱ покаꙁаⷭ же се ꙋ̑бо ̑ вь ̑мже на маⷩхе́ тї́тлѣ. покажет жеⷭ по нѣ̏ ̑ вь 
настое̑щемь по ̑ныⷯ раꙁꙋмѣнїѡⷯ; двѣ бо начелѣ ̑сповѣдꙋю̑ть ꙗ̑коже манїхе́⸱ 
рекоше бо дрꙋгаго же ꙋ̑бо быт б͠а небс͠наго ѿца⸱ е̑гоже ̑ ꙁдешнаго вьсего ѡбластꙋ͗ 
лшаваюⷮ⸱ дрⷹгаго же сьдѣтелꙗ м́рꙋ, е̑мⷹже ̑ ѡбласть настое̑щаго вѣка дарꙋю̑ть. 
The main sign of the absolute dualism of Paulicians is the belief of two principles 
and the idea that the celestial father God has not power over the present mate-
rial world but will have over the coming. The dualistic motivation is confirmed 
by PD  structure in which the first book from the two-volume treatise describes 
16 heresies from the past, putting Mani and Manichaeism immediately after Jews 
and Symeon Magus of Samarea, regarded as founder and prime source of all 
heresies. At the same time, PD leans on basic Biblical quotations, references and 
dictums with general validity to summarize the anti-heretic attitude in surviving 
semantic fields, as the Gospel parable from Matth. 13: 37–40: сѣ́е доброе сѣме 
ⷭ сн͠ь члчⷭкы⸱ село же ⷭ мрь⸱ доброе же сѣме сы̏ сꙋть сн͠ѡве црⷭтвїа⸱ плѣвел же 
ꙋ̑бо сꙋⷮ с͠нове лꙋкаваго⸱ враг же сѣе та̏ ⷭ дїаволь⸱ Natural for all kind of popular 
literature, the opposition between good and evil is basic for the studied legendary 
narrative too.
28 K. Stanchev draws a special attention to the possible interpretations of this passage accordingly to 
copies’ testimonies. К. СТАНЧЕВ, Павликяните…, p. 767.
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The genealogic relationship between Manichaeism and Paulicianism is drawn 
on the level of ideological axiom, although PD narrative refers to dogmatic dis-
putes and heterodoxies inside Paulicianism, denial of Mani and veneration of the 
Paulician teachers as Jesus’ apostles and διδάσκαλοι. It turned into reason for politic 
courses the Byzantine central power had undertaken as early as the Paulicianism 
came to birth in the mid-7th century and onwards, by promulgation of civil laws 
and procedures against the heresy of Manichaeans, which consequently had been 
applied to Paulician heresy, treating it as Neomanichaeism. Most eloquent examples 
were the Ecloga of Byzantine emperors iconoclast Leo III Isaurian (717–741) and 
his co-ruler Constantine V Copronymus (720–740; emperor from 741 to 775), and 
later, about 870–879, the Procheiros nomos of emperor Basil I Macedonian and his 
sons Constantine († 879) and Leo, the future emperor Leo VI the Wise (886–912). 
Both provided the death penalty for crimes against the Christian faith. In times 
of Basil I, who led successful war against Paulicians and subjected of their territo-
ries, special repressions were applied upon Manichaeans and Donatists. Prochei-
ros nomos punished to death by sward former Christians turned into Manichaean 
heresy no matter of their social position and dignity; the same punishment as 
prevention was applied to all who knew about but did not bring information to the 
authorities. Social stigma laid upon Manichaeans even after someone’s death, and 
his heirs, except children, even though Orthodox, were deprived of legacy in favor 
of the state treasure29.
b) The semantic code ‘teaching through teachers and books’ deserves some spe-
cial attention being present in both texts but in a different way. In S, it is essential 
motive. The whole story begins with devil’s transformation into grammarian, wise 
men with as beautiful appearance as nice the writing he produced looked like. 
The beauty of letters, in this case, signifies wisdom of mind too. In the prospective 
of medieval Slavonic lexis, some words, adjectives in particular, belong to both 
esthetic and ethic sphere of reference30. But in the logic of the plot and its rebuking 
line, the apparent occurs to be delusive, likewise the books diabolic. As early as the 
first apocrypha appeared, for instance King Abgar’s Letter to Jesus, ‘Written Word’ 
was perceived emanation of Logos, and was credited by stronger and more durable 
power. In accordance, the heretic writing with function of dogma, teaching, should 
be denied entirely and forever. It was not hazardous in S John Chrysostom to have 
recognized evil-intended nature merely by looking at the written text/letter sent to 
him much before he saw the face, because every act, ordered and magnificent, does 
29 I.  Zepos, P.  Zepos, Jus Graecoromanum, vol.  2, Leges imperatorum Isaurorum et Macedonum, 
Athen 1931 [= Aalen 1962], p. 219. The Serbian Ilovica kormchaya from 1262, when the Slavonic 
translation of the whole Procheiros nomos appeared, kept all those juridical regulations.
30 Т.И. ВЕНДИНА, Средневековый человек в зеркале старославянского языка, Москва 2012, p. 91.
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not come from Man, but from Devil, as stated in the legend31. Therefore, the final 
of S, already located in the Bulgarian land, reminds once again that, as in the very 
beginning, when the devil created writings, his serves, renamed but not changed 
by nature started teaching people with books, namely to spread their dogma and 
beliefs. Several variants in S-copies allowed to shape the so called Paulician literacy 
and “enemy science”: вражи нак начих, вражеи закон взѧше, вражꙇю науку 
узѧли и писмо32.
PD englobes detailed information about the development of the heretic 
movement by organizing meetings, or ‘Paulician councils’, mostly in the mean-
ing of sect-participant assembly, intended to choose apostles, discussing dogma 
or some wavelengths of heterodoxy and heteropraxy. Frequent uses of words and 
expressions are ѹчтельство, пастрь, прпроповѣдꙋю̑ть, проповⷣѣкы прⷣѣлагаю͗ть 
and so on. It is to outline that Zigabenus’s encyclopedia of anti-heretic knowledge 
sets equally out the second more plausible and non-legendary version about the 
real dogmatic start of Paulicianism with its first scholarly acknowledged founder 
Constantine Silvanus, official leader of the sect who, in spite of being elected by 
Paulician assembly, kept his dogmatic revelations in secret. It is not difficult to rec-
ognize the motive ‘secret heretic dogma’ among other topoi in the overall anti-her-
etic literature: дрꙋгое ѿстꙋпленїа сьнмще себѣ рꙋкополагаю̑ть ꙋ̑чтелꙗ, сь̏ же ꙋ͗бо 
сь̏ лютѣ̑шы ꙁлодѣ̑ствѡваⷮ  недрьꙁнꙋтаа⸱ єретчьскаа ꙋ͗бо мꙋдрованїа псанїꙋ 
прѣдаты не смѣа⸱ ѡ͗бчае͗м же ̑ честїмь ꙋ̑чтельствѡⷨ ꙋ͗тврьдвь та͗новѡⷣство 
вавшым се дрьжат.
c) We reach now the semantic code ‘signs of Paulician dogma’, as expected, truly 
and exhaustively present in PD. In S, some allusions for appear, but in conformity 
with the narrative objectives, they are not set apart in a polemic block bur rather 
interlace into the plot. The episode in the church during the liturgy on which John 
Chrysostom invited the devil to unmask him, shows gradually its self-destruction 
(shattered in pieces) by force of Christian formula and rituals Paulicians do not 
respect. The text implies the following practices: unacceptance of the church obla-
tions, denial of the Theotokos and the sacrament of liturgy, as the pronunciation 
of the name of God has a death effect upon the devil. This is a clear allusion to 
dualism. Very interesting passage is the final of S claiming that John Chrysostom 
ordered to strip the skins from devil’s disciples (повеле ѡдрахꙋ имъ кожꙋ ѡти 
бѣ кожа кръщена павлічане; повеле снаше с них кожи к͠рщныꙗ павликине; повелѣ 
ѡдирати кожи их понеже бѣшꙋ кожи их кр͠стни – and other variants). Paulicians 
thought this act had made them martyrs and authorized them to take Christian 
apostle’s names, but the text concluded that all this was for the sake of their enemy 
law and teaching. K. Stanchev has wright to outline two elements in mutual con-
nection: the fact that in the final story, in Cappadocia, devil’s books were burn, 
31 Д. ПЕТКАНОВА, Народното четиво…, p. 303 – undoubted dualistic allusion.
32 К. СТАНЧЕВ, Павликяните…, p. 767.
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but his disciples received mercy as Christian sons; the second episode implied 
the stripping off the skins because once baptized, they should be treated apos-
tates. Every heretic is a wolf in a skin of sheep. The very metaphor of changing, 
or taking skin is typical and wide-spread in the anti-heretic polemic, including 
in concrete accusations to Paulicians33. At the same time, we should remind the 
motive of stripping the skin in Peter of Sicily’s narrative in regard with Mani, who 
suffered identical punishment accordingly to the Persian customer law: his body 
was thrown away to beasts, his skin hang down as a sack34. From one side, it seems 
to us that S keeps some reminiscences from historically controversial attitude to 
Paulicians during different periods, as from their strong claims to be called true 
Christians by wright. Paulicians were as persecuted heretics as rehabilitated Chris-
tians from the central Byzantine power. As early as the 8th century, in Leo III’s reign 
(717–741), the process in 730 in Constantinople against the already mentioned 
Timothy was initiated not because of iconoclast intentions, as Paulicians were 
strongly opposed to all religious images, but rather aimed at examining his loyalty 
of provincial heretic leader35. The process ended by his rehabilitation as Orthodox 
given to him directly from the then Byzantine patriarch. The heretic leader gained 
credit of trust because he adroitly succeeded in putting into operation allegoric 
perceptions of Christian dogma. Later, as it was referred to Alexius I Comnenus, 
other Byzantine emperors had also success in converting Paulicians to Orthodoxy. 
On the other hand, the possible lines of interpretation by analogy between his-
torical setting and legendary fabula could not be neglected because the legend 
has already been a complex amalgam of fiction and polyvalent semiotic codes of 
historical memory, some of which transform themselves into traveling motives.
PD enters deeply into Paulician doctrine, outlining многоплетениꙗ (poly-inter-
laced, complex, mixed, made by various things) character of their teaching and 
the projection of already existing postulates: не ѿ е̑днїе же нѣкое̑̏ прѣльст нь̏ 
ѿ многыⷯ ͗ раꙁлчныⷯ многоплетеное сїе̏ сьстав се ерес сьставленїа дⷨрⷹованїе⸱ 
We shall give in schema with key words some emblematic dualistic statements. 
M. Berke devides PD title against Paulicians into 12 subtitles36, the last seven with 
strongly dogmatic character laying upon excerpts from John Damascene’s Expo-
sitio fidei, Basil the Great‘s De Spiritu Sancto, Gregory of Nazianzus‘ In Sanctum 
Baptisma, and Gregory of Nyssa’s Oratio catechetica magna. In BAR 296, they are 
fully presented as follows37:
33 К. СТАНЧЕВ, Павликяните…, p. 767. Peter of Sicily tells how Paulicians change their appearance 
as polypod, or chameleon, speaking one thing by mouth, one another by heart. Р. БАРТИКЯН, Петр 
Сицилийски…, p. 340.
34 Ibidem, p. 326 – text edition in Russian translation, p. 21.
35 Christian Dualist Heresies…, p. 15–16.
36 M. Berke, An annotated edition…, p. 47–50.
37 As it will be proved, this text portion originated from 25th chapter in the Greek PD. In Berke’s 
shema both are unified.
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f. 309r–311r: Їѡ Дамаскина̏ ѡ крⷭ҇тѣ;
f. 311r–312r: О҆ стѣⷨ҇ крьщенїи, Великаго Василїа ѿ иⷯже кь амфїло́хі і҆конїиском 
тридесетиⷯ главизнь;
f. 312r–312v: Бѡ҃слововѡ ѿ слова повелителнаго, на крьщенїе;
f. 312v–314r: И҆ еще о҆ крьщенїи нѷскаго григорїа ѿ огласителнаго слѡва;
f. 314r–316v: И҆ е҆ще о҆ крьщенїи (in marginal left side дамаскиново);
f. 316v–319r: Нѷскаго Григо́рїа о вьсприе҆тїи влⷣчнаго тѣ́ла и҆ крьве, ѿ о҆гласителнаго 
слѡва;
f. 319r–322v: И еще о вьсприетїи влⷣчнаго тѣ́ла и҆ крьве, дамаски́новѡ.
Precedent dualistic views from Paulician doctrine are:
1. Paulicians respect two divine causes as 
Manichaeans do – celestial father and cre-
ator of the world; good and evil (in Slavonic 
благо и лѹкаво); hence, the world originat-
ed from the devil.
δύο ἄρχαι, двѣ бо начелѣ.. б͠а небс͠наго 
ѿца, дрⷹгаго же сьдѣтелꙗ м́рꙋ
2. Paulicians called themselves Christian 
but do not believe in Holy Trinity.
Рекоше дрьꙁостнѣ ꙗ̑ко а̑наѳема да бꙋдꙋть 
елц вѣрꙋю̑ть вь ѡца ̑ сн͠а ̑ ст͠аго дх͠а⸱
3. They defame Theotokos calling her ‘Heav-
enly Jerusalem’.
хꙋлеще же прѣст͠ꙋꙋ влчⷣцꙋ…вешны прт-
вараю̑ть і̑е̑рꙋсалмь.
4. Paulicians reject the communion. рекоше тѣлѡ ̑ крьвь льжесловьствꙋю͗ще 
влчⷣнїе гл͠
5. Paulicians reject the cross. ̑стннї же крⷭть ꙗ̑коже дрѣвѡ рекоше 
̑ ꙁлодѣ̑ствныⷯ сьсꙋⷣ⸱
6. Paulicians deny the Old Testament. ̑ сщ͠еннїе пр͠рокы ̑ вьсе древнее пїсанїе, 
̑ ныⷯ ѿвращаю̑ть ст͠ыⷯ⸱
7. They defame apostle Peter as apostate 
from Christ.
на̑ паче же врьховнаго а̑поⷭлѡⷨ пе́тра 
ꙁлохꙋлеть,
8. Paulicians corrupt St. Paul’s writings. ̑ дѣанїа а̑полⷭьска ̑ сьборнаа не̑ вьс ѿ нⷯ 
сьставлꙗю̑ть дрꙋгымь
9. They deny the Holy Church. сьборнꙋꙋ же цр͠квь своа ⷯ нарчꙋть сь-
ньмща⸱
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10. They reject the baptism. ͗ сп͠сное ѡⷫпⷬлⷺьⷩвⷷаⷠюⷬ ⷺ ⷢ ⷹще крьщенїе пртва-
раю̑т се пре̑мат тѡ̏
11. They do not admit the clergy. н же сьборнїе цр͠кве пресву́тер н же про-
чее сщ͠ннкы пре̑млють
12. They live in drunkenness and debauchery. п̑а̑нⷭтвꙋ же ̑ блꙋдꙋ жтїе вьсе̑ ꙁданно 
мꙋть
13. Of special attention is the theologi-
cal controversy against Paulician idea on 
the genesis of evil from darkness and fire, 
and on fire as devil’s creation. Zigabenus 
defends all perceptive world (чювьствьно) 
originated from Demiurges God.
The conclusion is marked with cinnabar to 
signalize an especially important passage 
on f. 286r: Ꙗко не двѣ̏ начелѣ, нь̏ е͗днь 
сьдѣтель небꙋ ̑ ꙁемл ͗ мже посрѣдѣ
What has been stated insofar reveals the common grounds of the medieval 
dualistic heresies of Manichaeism, Paulicianism, and Bogomilism which caused 
their mutual replacement in terms of both dogmatic and nominative prospective. 
By its geographic origin in Armenia, Christian dualistic teaching of Paulicianism 
affiliates to Armenian heresy too. Those multi-directional relations transformed 
it in universal dualistic code. In previous publications, we had the occasion to 
expose some conclusions based upon Slavonic translated sources of Canon law 
discipline how the term ‘Paulician’ became hyperonymic one for representative 
of heresy, or dualistic heresy in a whole. Data base provided concentrate into so 
called ‘Pseudo-Zonaras penitential nomocanon’, the Nomocanon of Slavia Ortho-
doxa, with rules referring to Paulicians, alongside with Jacobites, Armenians and 
Bogomils, Patarens, as well as against Paul of Samosata (260–272) and Paulicians 
who are most pitoyable amohg all heretics – иже горши сѹтъ всѣхъ еретигъ38. 
In this way, in this translated Slavonic source the references to Paulicians count 
three cases, mostly prohibitions against communication, eating and drinking 
with them. Another example from 14th century Russian Troitski miscellany copied 
upon a Southern Slavic protograph replaced the more frequent appellative ерети-
къ with specific term: игѹменъ да не выгонить из монастыра никогоеⷤ, тъкмо 
иже бѹдеть павликеанинъ (Abbot should not chase away somebody except he is 
Paulician)39.
38 M. Tsibranska-Kostova, M. Raykova, Les Bogomiles et (devant la Loi). Les sources slaves de droit 
canonique à propos de l’hérésie aux XIV–XV ss., RESEE 49.1, 2011, p. 15–33; М. ЦИБРАНСКА-КОСТО-
ВА, Покайната книжнина на Българското средновековие IX–XVIII в. (езиково-текстологични 
и културологични аспекти), София 2011, p. 259–380.
39 J. Popovski, F. Thompson, W. Veder, The Troickiy sbornik (cod. Moskva, GBL, F.304, Troice- 
Sergieva lavra N 12). Text in transcription, ПK 21/22, 1988, p. 52.
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Some notes on the Slavonic translation of PD accordingly chapter 21st
1. The chapter against Paulicians with original numbering 24, in some Greek 
manuscripts merges with the subsequent one intitled On the Saint Cross, Saint 
Baptism, and the Secret of Eucharist. This is a pure dogmatic exposition whose 
Slavonic translation was frequently used in Orthodox theological controversies 
in the 17th century. Nevertheless, the opposite Greek textual tradition, attested by 
majority of sources, comprises the independent existence of 25th title separately 
from the precedent40. BAR 296 must have been copied upon a Greek apograph 
belonging to the first line of text spreading. The Slavonic manuscript attests the 
union between original Greek titles 24th and 25th without use of any mark to sepa-
rate visibly them. In this way, as true final of the Paulician account should be 
considered f. 309r (PG, col. 1243–1244). Consequently, the statement that the title 
25th of Greek PD is missing from Bucharest manuscript, should be corrected41. It 
is an integral part of the Slavonic translation, and takes place in the 21st Slavonic 
title against Paulicians.
2. Nina Gagova formulated an important conclusion on the scribe’s attention to 
both Slavonic translation of PD, and its copy BAR 296, as far as she claimed trans-
lator and copyist to have been identic person42. We consider this hypothesis reli-
able and supported by the marginal note on f. 193v, published for the first time 
also in Gagova’s works. The note gives reasons to suppose that the anonymous man 
of letters not only translated PD, but tried to fill up gaps in his prime Greek source 
by consulting another Greek copy from Vatopedi monastery on Mount Athos. 
Because the scribe tells the readers he has taken the copy from there – и вьзмь 
изь Ватѡпеда тыеⷣже книгы, it is hardly plausible to presume another explana-
tion except copying to have been located on Mount Athos too. In that optics, the 
act gives evidence to the mutual relations between monastic Athonite communi-
ties. The given testimony coincides with commonly expressed scholarly evaluation 
that the scribe’s handwriting reminds a hesychast scripture, namely Greek-made 
semi-cursive, typical for monks hesychasts in Tărnovo and on Holly Mountain. 
Other self-written marginal notes reveal specific moments of copyist’s work: he 
corrected himself for not putting cinnabar on the wright place; made comments 
on Greek words. Gagova’s opinion of translator’s working copy, illustrating the 
process of translation, remains the most plausible insofar. Slavonic chapter 21st is 
not supplied by marginal notes, except on f. 307v above ищи въ дргоⷨ҇, which may 
refer to the second Greek source, so that the given information from 21st chapter 
40 N. Miladinova, Panoplia Dogmatike…, p. 102.
41 К. ИВАНОВА, О славянском переводе…, p. 102.
42 Once again, the author exposed all noted by her peculiarities in: Н. ГАГОВА, Владетели и книги…, 
p. 136–137.
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coincides with scribe complaints on f. 148r for lacunas in the first Greek apograph. 
However, inside the main text, one can observes some corrections or hesitations 
over the choice of words and constructions, as found in other parts of the manu-
script. We shall draw attention only to one significant passage from PD accord-
ingly Photius’s beginning of the original 24th title, which tries to explain the dif-
ference between Paulician absolute dualism and Orthodox Christians’ faith, called 
римлꙗне (in Greek Romaions). The scribe’s self-correction element is as follows: 
̑ ⷯже ꙋ̑бо по стнѣ сꙋщее хрїстїа̑н, р́млꙗн трь ѿ ка | сꙋжⷣенї ̑менꙋю̑ть, 
f. 282v, for Greek τρισαλιτήριοι (PG, col. 1193). We shall add some more prelimi-
nary opinions and ideas:
– the scribe–translator uses individual marks of stylized effect inside text or 
in the last line when writing comes out of it; applies modest decoration of small 
cinnabar initials for text segmentation; carries out an attentive philological 
work, reconciling constantly the Greek original. Most probably he wrote long 
time, changed the ink and the letters size (f. 221v–222r; 223v–224r) in order 
to conform with his paper material. The supplementary watermark ‘enclume’ 
in 21st title from BAR 296, alongside with ‘dragon’, gives perhaps favor to this 
supposition. These are two of the sixth watermarks in total, which allow the 
dating of BAR 296 between 1410–1420г43;
– the predominant amount of marginal notes represents portions of the basic 
PD text, but there are also some comments and explanations. Among the phil-
ological ones, some of the more interesting are the substitution of the gr. а҆лек-
трїѡ҆нь in the main text on f. 90r with the marginal gloss пе́тль, or the marginal 
плани́те to explain the difficult Greek astronomic names плⷶ҇ись̈ и҆ есперось и҆ 
арктрось on f. 128r in the frames of the 13th title against Appolinarius. A spe-
cial attention deserves the fact that on ff. 237v–238r the scribe scratches the 
beginning of the 18th title, which was not placed appropriately before the 16th, 
but further copies it on the correct place on f. 245r in revised version in regard 
to the wrong beginning. Thus, in BAR 296, one faces “a critical spot” of the tex-
tual history which illustrates once again the process of translation. The most 
plausible reason for is the uses of two Greek sources;
– it seems to us that the scribe’s explanation about the translation of Greek prep-
ositions and conjunctions with Slavonic synonyms, witnesses to the special 
attention towards the correctness of the verbal sign. This is a typical element 
of the hesychast logos paradigm. Besides the already described by Gagova case 
of the couple ень–вь at several places in the manuscript, the same approach 
refers to the conjunction και–и in the extended explanatory note on f. 61r;
43 Л. ВАСИЉЕВ, М. ГРОЗДАНОВИЋ-ПАЈИЋ, Б. ЈОВАНОВИЋ-СТИПЧЕВИЋ, Ново датирање српских ру-
кописа у Библиотеци румунске академије наука, АПри 2, 1980, р. 56, № 60.
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– with regard to deacon Yacob, who left a note on the flyleaf recto (f. 1r) of hav-
ing bound the book body and copied the first two tetrads, he succeeded quite 
a lot in confusing scholars by mentioning Photius’s epistle to the Bulgarian 
prince Boris-Michael, which is actually missing from the manuscript content. 
In fact, Yacob copied the very beginning of the numbered as 12th title, the first 
one in BAR 296. We should not forget the ending of the Greek PD in some 
manuscript branches namely with the same epistle. Therefore, the mention 
of Photius’s epistle could be possibly not a mistake or hazardous, but an anal-
ogy, bearing in mind that BAR 296 does not contain the original Greek 13th 
title with another Photius’s famous work from 867 about filioque controversy, 
and that the mention is preceded by some Photius’s paratitlo, i.e., by a con-
crete still unidentified textual segment. It might have a deeper explanation 
of the given fact. As a whole, BAR 296 needs a new comprehensive description 
of its content in conformity with the numbering and the dogmatic issues of all 
titles/chapters treated in the original Greek Panoplia. In the frame of this study, 
we shall conclude that BAR 296 consists of 11 titles, but they do not entirely 
correspond to the arrangement and the content of the second book of the 
Greek PD.
3. The eminent scholar Klimentina Ivanova drew the preliminary conclusion 
of syntactic and lexical proximity between PD Slavonic translation from one side, 
Bulgarian patriarch Euthymius of Tărnovo’s works and the production of Tărnovo 
Literary School, from another44. This opinion is also worthy of scholarly atten-
tion, as so complex dogmatic writing with difficult terminological meaning could 
not be at virtue of accidental or uneducated translator. In the beginning of the 15th 
century, patriarch Euthymius’s legacy found continuers in the community of dis-
ciples and collaborators, who migrated to Athos, Moldova, Serbia, Wallachian 
principalities. Several linguistic traits could be easily noticed although summa-
rized merely upon the analysis of one title:
– to begin with, a high percentage of composita, some of which do not belong 
to the most spread models and types: таиноводьствовати, таиноводствовавь-
шии, таиноводьць, μυσταγωγός; кѹпнозрѣти сꙙ, кѹпноразѹмѣни, Greek 
composita missing; любопрительно, τὸ φιλόνεικον; мъногоплетено, τὸ πολύ-
πλοκον; льжесловьствовати, τερατολέγω, and many others.
– outlined high percentage of poly-prefixed verbs with more than one prefix in 
purpose of seeking for semantic nuances: вьспроповѣдати, пооскврьнꙗвати, 
привьлагати, прикладъствовати, припроповѣдати, прѣдьвьспроповѣдати, 
прѣпритварꙗти, прѣпрозъвати, прѣпочивати, съпопирати, съприсвѣдѣте-
льствовати and so on.
44 К. ИВАНОВА, О славянском переводе…, p. 105.
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– interesting lexics and uses, as for instance the way Paulicians called Ortho-
dox priests and presbyters съотъходьници and нотарие; everywhere область 
instead of власть; дѣлательница in the meaning of ‘place of action’ for Greek 
ἐγραστέρια, in the context the village of Mananalis was called that way. The 
frequent comparatives and superlatives are another translating feature варвар-
ствнѣше, лютѣише, по многѹ.
The current observations have only preliminary character but allow us to 
shape the anonymous scribe as personality with deep notions in Greek and very 
punctual to his Greek sources.
Conclusion
The two analyzed texts reveal various and purposely-intended data base over the 
Paulicians and Paulicianism, but also some partly intertextual coherence in the 
basic mechanisms on how the image of the heretics has been shaped. This image, 
as stated not once in terms of all heresies, came from adversaries and opponents, 
but this is namely the medieval heresiology in its both highest models and low-
level apocryphal branches of literature to remain the most valuable, sometimes 
unique witness of one heresy background, lifetime and destiny. Analyzing stereo-
types of religious and confessional alterity is an adequate perspective methodic 
and could be applied to various heretic deviations from the sein of Christianity, 
which were also described and recorded in translated or original medieval texts 
of different genres (Bogomils, Latins, and so on). This is one of the possible inter-
pretative strategies and approaches, preceded by reliable sourcing and compre-
hensive historical and philological account, in regard of the Slavonic translation 
of Zigabenus’s Panoplia Dogmatica we do believe forthcoming.
Appendix 1
English translation of S upon the Slavonic copy and its Polish translation in: Średniowieczne herezje 
dualistyczne na Bałkanach. Źródła słowiańskie, ed. G. Minczew, M. Skowronek, J.M. Wolski, Łódź 
2015 [= Series Ceranea, 1], p. 228–231. The translation is made by Marek Majer, to whom I own 
a great debt of gratitude.
Sermon on the origin of the Paulicians. John Chrysostom’s sermon on how 
the Paulicians came to be
Bless us, father!
The devil fashioned himself as a grammarian of great comeliness and wisdom, 
meek, of a gentle speech. And he came to Saint Basil. And Saint Basil, seeing the 
remarkably fine writing of his hands – such as he had never seen before – and 
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seeing him so humble, rejoiced deeply, for he did not know that it was the devil. 
And the devil wanted to deceive Basil. Basil took to him greatly and entrusted him 
to write books. The devil took two disciples from among the people and wrote 
magnificent books in Saint Basil’s home, so that Basil was overjoyed with him and 
said to the devil: “O grammarian, write a manuscript with your hand, so that I can 
send it to our patriarch John Chrysostom; let him see what grammarian I have”. 
The devil wrote it, and Saint Basil sent it to John, saying: “Look, my lord, what 
grammarian I have. And when you see his fair appearance, you will come to love 
him greatly.” Having received the letter, John recognized that it was of the devil, 
and he replied to Saint Basil with the words: “It is indeed a good grammarian 
that you have. I shall come to see him myself too, so that I might rejoice in him.” 
Then the devil reveled[, living in Basil’s home45]. John, having arrived with all his 
servants and all his gifts for the church, entered Basil’s home[, and they blessed 
each other].
Basil said: “O my lord, I shall bring before you my grammarian, so that you may 
see him”. Chrysostom answered: “Do bring him!”. And John saw the devil, who had 
made himself appear fair, and he recognized all his deeds.
John entered the temple; having assumed the throne he cried bitterly and said: 
“O Almighty, our God Jesus Christ, bestow on us heavenly force so that I might 
crush this devil.” Basil said46: “Indeed, nowhere is there another grammarian like 
this one.” John kept on watching the devil, summoned everybody to the temple, 
brought all the church gifts inside and sealed all of the temple treasures with the 
name of Christ; [afterwards] Saint John entered to celebrate the holy liturgy. When 
he said “Gospel”47, the devil became greatly distressed; Basil saw this and became 
frightened. When they were bringing the Holy Gifts48, the devil turned scary and 
hit the ceiling of the church, after which he fell to the ground again; all the people 
became confused and panicked. Saint John was bolstering their spirits. And when 
he said “especially {for our Most Holy}49” –  at that moment the devil filled the 
whole temple; and when he said “the only light”50 – then the devil exploded.
Having exited the church, John said: “O Basil, do you not see what kind of gram-
marian you have? Do you not know, father, that everything in the world that is 
exceptional and unseemly to the people comes from the devil?” Having collected 
all of the books written by the devil, they burned them in fire. Basil said to John: 
“O my lord, what shall become of these two who are his disciples?” John answered: 
“They are Christian sons, let us protect them until we see what happens, whether 
45 The most important supplements based on other manuscripts are provided in square brackets.
46 In some manuscripts: “John said”.
47 Part of the liturgy of the Word; a call made before reading the Gospel pericope.
48 The so-called Great Entrance during the liturgy – the bringing of the Holy Gifts from the Table 
of Oblation to the altar.
49 Part of the prayer during the Anaphora, dedicated to the Theotokos.
50 Another prayer during the Anaphora.
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they follow the Christian path.” One of them was called Samobatius, and the other 
Shutiya; the devil’s name was Upael.
The two disciples of the devil rose and came from Cappadocia to the Bulgarian 
land, and having adopted the apostolic name of Paul, they taught the Bulgarians 
to worship Paul. And thus the people who accepted this law call themselves Pauli-
cians.
Looking for them, John left Constantinople and came to Petrich, where the 
Theotokos appeared to him in bright light[, as queen]. He sent envoys and they 
brought these Paulicians from the Bulgarian land, and on his orders, they were 
flayed alive, since their skin was baptized and the Paulicians considered them-
selves to be suffering excruciating torments for Christ51. And then they were call-
ing themselves Paulicians, because [they accepted] the enemy’s teaching. Saint 
Basil52 said: “Accursed be the evil teacher’s disciple”.
To our God be the glory forever and ever, amen, amen, amen.
Appendix translated by Marek Majer
Appendix 2
Text sample from the 21st title against Paulicianism accordingly BAR 296, f. 280r–292r, and the true 
final of the title with the last paragraph concerning directly Paulicians on f. 308v–309r, just before 
the merge with the original 25th title of the Greek PD. The extended Slavonic text does not allow to be 
published entirely, neither objectives of the current subject require. We follow the practice of several 
partial editions and translations, quoted in the study, dealing also with text samples and purposefully 
chosen text illustrations. A partial new Bulgarian translation of the PD title against Paulicians could 
be found in Д. РАДЕВА, Павликяни и павликянство в българските земи. Архетип и повторения 
VII–XVII в., София 2015, p. 521–534.
Editorial marks are: | for line ending; || for page ending. The original orthography and segmentation 
remain unchanged; original text in vermilion rendered here in bold type.
ff. 280r–292r
тї́тлѡ ⸱к͠а⸱ на гл͠емые паѵлїкїа͗нї: ѿ ⷯже | фѡ́тїа бл͠женѣ͗шаго п͠рїарха кѡнстан| 
тїна града  Само́сата граⷣ | ⷭ сурї̑скы⸱ вь немже древле манїхе͗ское | вьнесе се 
мꙋдрованїе⸱ жена же нѣкаа каллїньн́|кї менемь тню манїхе͗скые ерес вьсꙋ̏ | 
̑спвшы, двѣ ражⷣае͗ть ѻ̑трочет па̀ѵла | ͗ і͗ѡ͠⸱ с͗̏ матерь подражавше нераство-
ре|нї ѿстꙋпленїе се̏ ꙗ̑дь вьспре̑ше⸱ вдѣвше | же сⷯ сьѿстꙋпнⷰ прѣспѣваю̑щыⷯ 
вь нечьстї | ̑ ꙋ̑срьⷣнѣ͗шыⷯ, проповⷣѣкы прⷣѣлагаю͗ть | ̑ ꙋ̑чтеле⸱ с̏ же ̑ на 
прꙋ͗мслвше бе|ꙁмѣстна ͗ скврьнна ͗ гꙋбтелна велѣнїа, | паѵлїкїаньскꙋꙋ ересь 
51 In some manuscripts: “although their skin was baptized, and the Paulicians considered them-
selves holy”. According to the tradition, a similar fate was shared by the founder of the Manichaean 
religion.
52 In some manuscripts: “John”.
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сьставше⸱ честь ꙋ͗|бо манїхе͗скаго не͗стовьства сꙋщꙋ, нѣ|кым же прложеньм 
сьвьꙁрастьшꙋꙋ, | ѿ сⷯ же ꙋ̑бо двоⷯ пау̀ла ̑ і̑ѡ͠, ꙋ̑ченкѡⷨ ⷯ пр̑|менованїе || паѵлїкїа́нѡⷨ 
вьꙁложⷭ⸱ сьложвшее се варвар|ствнѣ̑ше, ͗ вьмѣсто пау́ло і̑ѡ͗а́не, паѵлї|кїан 
͗менꙋю̑т се⸱ врѣмен же ммошьⷣшꙋ | дрꙋгое ѿстꙋпленїа сьнмще себѣ рꙋкопо|ла-
гаю̑ть ꙋ̑чтелꙗ⸱ ͗же кѡнстантїнь ͗ме|нꙋеⷨ, вь сїлꙋана себе прѣ͗менова⸱ таже | 
̑ сего по прѣмногꙋ ѿ каллїнїкӱ͗нⷯѣ отро|кь же ÷ ѿстꙋпленїа ꙁастꙋпнц, на 
прѣ|днаа ѿводеть⸱ сь̏ же ꙋ͗бо сь̏ лютѣ̑шы ꙁло|дѣ̑ствѡваⷮ  недрьꙁнꙋтаа⸱ 
єретчьскаа ꙋ͗|бо мꙋдрованїа псанїꙋ прѣдаты не смѣа⸱ | ѡ͗бчае͗м же ̑ честїмь 
ꙋ̑чтельствѡⷨ ꙋ͗|тврьдвь та͗новѡⷣствовавшым се дрь|жат не прѣврѣжⷣена 
бл͠гочьстїа прⷣѣлагае̑|ть таньства⸱ е͗ѵⷢлїе̑ же ꙋ̑бо ̑ а̑постоль ꙗ͗|же ̑ бжвⷭны лѡбꙁае-̑
ть ̑ почтае͗ть хрї|стїаньскы сьборь, напсаннѣ смь прѣдасть⸱ | рѣчм же ꙋ͗бо 
̑ ̑меньмы нчтоже велко прѣ|мѣнꙗе н же поѡ̑скврьнꙗвае слѡва ѡбра|ꙁь ꙗ̑коже 
ꙋ͗а͗леньтїань ̑ дрꙋѕ, вьсь же раꙁꙋ|мь бл͠гочьстїа раꙁвращае ͗ ськрꙋшае, ̑ вь|са тво-
ре ̑ првлаче кь ѿстꙋпленїа своего | мꙋдрованїꙋ⸱ ͗ рѣч ꙋ͗бо, ꙗ̑коже речеⷭ дава|е̑ть 
дрьжаты бжвⷭнаго е͗уⷢлїа ̑ а͗по́стола⸱ н | же прложеньмы н же ꙋ̑маленьмы бестꙋⷣнѣ 
|| растлѣвае⸱ прсьвькꙋплꙗе͗ть же с̑мь ̑ | првьлагае̑ть ꙋ̑мшле́нїа, ͗мже не 
пр|клаⷣствꙋе̑ть, нчтоже ѿ сщ͠еныⷯ г͠ль⸱ не̑д|ноже смь послѣдованїе кꙋпноꙁрт 
се⸱ | ратꙋю̑т се кь дрꙋгь дрꙋгꙋ ̑ сꙋпротвлꙗ|ю̑т се⸱ сїа̏ же ꙋ͗бо прⷣѣлагае нчтоже но 
тⷨѣ | прочтаты паче е͗уⷢлїа ̑ а͗по́стола повелѣ|нїе полагае̑ть⸱ нь̏ ѡ̑вь ꙋ̑бо по врѣмен 
сьра|стл се дш͠ею множае паче тѣлесе⸱ по сїлꙋ|анѣ же̏ сѵмеѡнь ꙁлⷨѣ ꙁлочьстваго 
ꙋ͗чтел|ства прⷣѣстае̑ть⸱ тїта ̑ ть̏ себе прѣ͗ме|новавь⸱ по нⷯ же а̑рмѣннь гене́сїе 
менемь | прѣпроꙁвав се вь тїмо́ѳеа⸱ ̑ четврьт і̑ѡ|сфь⸱ ͗же вь е̑пафро́дїта прѣла-
гае̑мь⸱ та|же ꙁахарї́а е̑мꙋже не мньшаа честь е̑ре́с | мьꙁдꙋ ѡ̑бладае͗ть⸱ ̑ ꙋ̑чтельска-
го тⷨѣ | прⷣѣначельства недостона⸱ шестї тⷨѣ | прбываеть ваа́нь скврьны⸱ по нⷯ 
же се|дмое ̑ коньчное ꙁло̏ се́ргїе вьꙁрастае̑ть⸱ | вь тѵ́хїка ͗ сь̏ себе прѣ͗менова̏⸱ нь̏ 
̑же ꙋ̑бо | ѿстꙋпленїа тⷯѣ ꙋ͗чтеле⸱ ѿнелже пау́ло|ва ̑ і͗ѡ͠ прѣ͗менованїа полꙋч 
ѿстꙋпнї сь̏ | ̑ хѡ͠ненавстнї сьборь, даже до е͗гоже до | наⷭ пршьⷣшаго лѣта на 
толко про͗ꙁведошеⷭ⸱ | ѡ̑но же ꙋ̑бо досто͗ть раꙁꙋмѣты ̑же нн͠ꙗ || ѿстꙋпленїа сего 
дѣт вьнегда же самы̏е | кто ̑стеꙁꙋе̑ть начелнкы таковые ѿтрь|гнꙋты мрьꙁост⸱ 
манента ꙋ̑бо ͗ пау́ла | ͗ і̑ѡ͠ ̑ нѣкые н ꙋ̑срьⷣно а̑наѳематїсꙋють⸱ | кѡнстантїна же 
е͗гоже ̑ сїлꙋана нарчꙋⷮ⸱ | ͗ сумеѡна е̑гоже тї́та⸱ ̑ гене́сїа е̑гоже тї|мо́ѳеа⸱ ͗ і͗ѡсфа 
е͗гоже е̑пафро́дїта⸱ ͗ скврь|ннаго ваа́на⸱ ̑ сергїа е̑гоже тѵ́хїка, нка|кѡже нгдеже 
а͗наѳематсат пре̑млюⷮ: | нь̏ ꙗ͗коже хѡ͠в а͗по́стол, ̑ бл͠гочьстїа | ꙋ͗чтеле любꙁаю̑т 
же ̑ пре̑млють⸱ ̑ вь|с̏ не вьсⷯѣ реченныⷯ поⷣбнѣ почтаю̑ть⸱ нь̏ | ⷯже ꙋ͗бо даже до 
ваа́на ͗ се́ргїа сьходещⷯ⸱ | по равност похвалꙗю̑ть⸱ ѿ о̑нꙋдꙋже ра|стрьгшеⷭ вь 
сꙋпротвѡборнїе двѣ че́ст⸱ ѡ̑|вы ꙋ͗бо ваа́на, сї̏ же бѡ͠твореще сергїа на | толкꙋ 
е̑же на дрꙋгь дрꙋга рьвенїе ̑ раꙁоⷣ|рь ꙋ̑тврьдвше⸱ ꙗ̑ко ̑ до самоⷢ ⷪ ꙁакланїа про|͗ꙁты 
тⷨѣ любопртелное⸱ шесть же ꙋ̑бо | тⷨѣ цр͠кв ̑сповѣдꙋю̑ть⸱ ѿ нⷯже ꙋ̑бо маке|донїꙋ 
нарчꙋть⸱ а͗хаї́ꙋ же вторꙋꙋ⸱ ̑ тре|тїꙋ фїлїппсї̑скꙋ⸱ по сⷯ же лаѡ̑дїкї̑скꙋ. ͗ | петꙋ 
е͗фесїскꙋ⸱ коньчное͗ же коласїскꙋ⸱ | нь̏ ̑мена ꙋ͗бо сꙋть градѡвь ̑мже ̑ древнее | 
поꙁнанїе ̑маше пїсанїе⸱ ̑ бжвⷭнї вьспоменⷹ | павль⸱ || ѡ͗вы же, нчтоже нельств-
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но н крьчьмствно | любо͗прещеⷭ ѡ̑ставты⸱ н же̏ елка ꙁрѣнїе|мь ѡ̑блчаю̑т се⸱ н 
же смы ꙋ̑млꙗе̑мы, | македонїꙋ ꙋ̑бо ̑менꙋю͗ть⸱ градьць нѣ|кы маль колѡнїскы, 
нарцае͗мы̏ кїв́осса⸱ | вь немже ⷠкⷪѡнстанⷣь ⷩ ̑же ̑ сїлꙋань ѿстꙋпле|нїе наꙋ̑ч⸱ селѡ 
самосⷮаско ⷭ ма́на́л | нарцае̑мое е͗же гене́сїа ̑же ̑ тїмоѳео́ва | ꙋ̑чтелства быⷭ дѣла-
телнца⸱ семꙋ а̑ха|і̇ꙋ пр̑менꙋю̑ть⸱ елц же і̑ѡсфа е͗гоже | ͗ е͗пафро́дїта ̑ ꙁахарїе 
нае̑мнка е̑мꙋже | по тⷯѣ пастрꙋ оу͗чтеле быше, смь фїлїппї|с͗скꙋю напїсꙋю̑ть⸱ 
͗мже ꙋ͗бо вь е͗наргаі | граⷣцꙋ малѡⷨ лао̑дкї̑скꙋю прпроповѣ|дꙋю̑ть⸱ ͗ мже вь 
моѱꙋе̑стї, вь е̑фесїскⷹю | прѣпртвараю̑ть⸱ ꙗ̑коже ̑ гл͠емые кѵнохѡ|рїты вь кола-
са̑скꙋꙋ вьꙁнашаю̑ть⸱ трем же, | цр͠квамь ̑ нароⷣ ̑ ꙋ̑чтелствѡ сер́гїꙋ е͗мꙋⷤ  тї|хкꙋ 
вьꙁложше⸱ нь̏ ꙋ͗чтельствѡ ꙋ̑бо ̑ гл͠емые | тⷯѣ цр͠кв, вь сⷯ⸱ не ѿ е̑днїе же нѣко-
е̑̏ прѣльст | нь̏ ѿ многыⷯ ͗ раꙁлчныⷯ многоплетеное сїе̏ | сьстав се ерес сьс-
тавленїа дⷨрⷹованїе⸱ двѣ | бо начелѣ ̑сповѣдꙋю̑ть ꙗ̑коже манїхе́⸱ ре|коше бо дрꙋга-
го же ꙋ̑бо быт б͠а небс͠наго ѿца⸱ | е̑гоже ̑ ꙁдешнаго вьсего ѡбластꙋ͗ лшаваюⷮ⸱ 
||дрⷹгаго же сьдѣтелꙗ м́рꙋ, е̑мⷹже ̑ ѡбласть | настое̑щаго вѣка дарꙋю̑ть⸱ ̑ ⷯже ꙋ̑бо 
по |стнѣ сꙋщее хрїстїа̑н, р́млꙗн трь ѿ ка | сꙋжⷣенї ̑менꙋю̑ть⸱ себѣ же ꙁванїе 
е̑гоже тⷹжⷣ | вьсма̏ ꙋ͗стро͗шеⷭ хрїстїаньское прсьвькꙋ|плꙗю̑ть⸱ гл͠ют же ѿца ̑ сн͠а 
̑ ст͠аго дх͠а⸱ | рѣчⷨ ꙋ̑бо бл͠гочьствмы⸱ пртварающе | же смь послⷣѣнее нечьстїе⸱ 
не бо ꙗ̑коже б͠жїа | сьборнаа ͗ а͗постолскаа цр͠кв такѡ ̑ с̏ мⷹ|дрьствꙋю̑ще гл͠ють⸱ 
нь̏ рѣч ѿ о̑нꙋдꙋ ѿтрь|гнꙋвше ꙁлочствмы раꙁꙋмѣнмы сїе ꙁло|хꙋлнѣ гл͠ють⸱ 
̑ рекоше дрьꙁостнѣ ꙗ̑ко а̑на|ѳема да бꙋдꙋть елц вѣрꙋю̑ть вь ѡца ̑ | сн͠а ̑ ст͠аго 
дх͠а⸱ ѿц́а не вьседрьжтелꙗ ̑ твор|ца не͠бꙋ ̑ ꙁемл⸱ вдмым же вьсⷨѣ ̑ невд|мы-
мь вьспроповѣдꙋю͗ще⸱ нь̏ ѿца гл͠юще, не|бс͠наго абїе прськꙋплꙗю̑ще⸱ е̑мꙋже ̑ гос-
поⷣ|ствѡ ̑ ѡбласть не͠бсе ̑ ̑мже на немь нгде|же нкакоже подаваю̑ть⸱ нѣцї же 
ꙋ̑бо неб͠се | настоа̑телствѡ ̑мꙋ вьрꙋчꙗю̑ть⸱ а͗ ѿ ⷯже ѡ̑|бь̑млющыⷯ се мь не к 
томꙋ⸱ ̑ прьвое ꙋ̑бо тⷯѣ | ꙁлочьстїа такѡво⸱ хꙋлеще же прѣст͠ꙋꙋ влчⷣцꙋ | нашꙋ бц͠ꙋ⸱ 
ꙗ̑же н же слꙋхꙋ н же псанїꙋ клю|чмо ⷭ прѣдаты, не ꙋ͗жасѡшеⷭ трь ѿтꙋжⷣенї | 
гл͠аты⸱ вѣрꙋе̑мь вь прѣст͠ꙋꙋ бц͠ꙋ⸱ вь нюже вьн|де ̑ ̑ꙁде г͠ь⸱ || ͗ гл͠ьмы смы 
вшны пртвараю̑ть і̑е̑рꙋ|салмь⸱ ̑ рекоше вь нь прѣдтеч ѡ̑ наⷭ вьн|т х͠ꙋ⸱ 
ꙗ̑коже ͗ бжтⷭвнї а͗постоⷧ рече⸱ ⷭ же | ꙋ͗бо е͗гда ꙋ̑дрьжан бꙋдꙋть ̑сповѣдоват | 
ѿ дв͠ы про̑ты х͠ꙋ⸱ е̑гда л вьсма̏ понꙋжⷣен | бꙋдꙋть⸱ сьвше тѣлѡ сьнест того 
льжесло|вьствꙋю̑ть⸱ сквоꙁѣ тꙋ ꙋ͗бо о̑ ꙗ͗коже потокѡмь нѣ|кы̑мь про̑ꙁты⸱ ̑ сїꙋ̏ 
нескврьнꙋꙋ ̑ чстꙋꙋ | дв͠ыцꙋ по сп͠сномь рожⷣенї, дрꙋгые сн͠ы ѿ | і͗ѡсфа родты⸱ 
̑ прчещенїе чьстнаго тѣ|ла ͗ крьве х͠а б͠а нашего тьмамы тьⷨ ꙺ доса|дам кропеще, 
вьспре̑мат рекоше тѣлѡ | ̑ крьвь льжесловьствꙋю͗ще влчⷣнїе гл͠⸱ е̑̑же | ̑ рекоше 
прѣподаваю̑ща а͗постоломь рещы | пр̑мѣте ꙗ͗дыте ̑ пї̑те⸱ нь̏ не хлѣбь ѿкꙋ|дꙋ, 
͗л вно прнесша⸱ ̑ жвѡтворещыⷤ | ктⷭть хꙋлеще рекоше томꙋ покланꙗтⷭ 
͗ пр|͗маты кртⷭа прѣльстнц ̑ ѡ̑бавнц, то|го самого пртвараю̑ще х͠а⸱ ̑бо ть̏ 
рекоше | вь ѡбраꙁь крⷭта⸱ рꙋцѣ распрострѣть. ̑ст|ннї же крⷭть ꙗ̑коже дрѣвѡ 
рекоше ̑ ꙁлодѣ|̑ствныⷯ сьсꙋⷣ⸱ ̑ поⷣ клетвою лежещее, не | дльжно ⷭ покланꙗтⷭ н 
же цѣлѡватⷭ⸱ нь̏ | ꙋ͗бо ̑ сщ͠еннїе пр͠рокы ̑ вьсе древнее пїсанїе, | ̑ ныⷯ ѿвращаю̑ть 
ст͠ыⷯ⸱ раꙁбо̑нкы тⷯѣ || ̑ тате прꙁваю̑ще⸱ на̑ паче же врьховна|го а̑поⷭлѡⷨ пе́тра 
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ꙁлохꙋлеть, ꙗ̑ко быⷭ ѿметн|кь е̑̑же вь ꙋ̑чтелꙗ ̑ х͠а вѣры⸱ таже ̑ ꙋ̑чте|лю ⷯ ма́-
нентꙋ велегласно тⷨѣ вьпїꙋ̑щꙋ ̑ | гл͠ющꙋ⸱ ꙗ̑ко нѣсмь аꙁь немлосрьⷣ ꙗ̑коже х͠с⸱ | 
рекы а̑ще кто ѿврьжет се мене прⷣѣ чл͠кы, ѿ|врьгꙋ се того аꙁь⸱ нь̏ аꙁь гл͠ю ѿврьг-
шаго се | мене сь радостїꙋ премлю⸱ ̑ ѿврьженїе ̑го | ̑ льжꙋ ꙗ̑ко храненїе ̑ сьблю-
денїе мое́го ̑спо|вѣданїа вьмѣню⸱ нь̏ сце ꙋ̑бо мꙋще ̑ ть|мамы ть́мь свое̏ 
ⷯ ѿврьꙁаю̑щеⷭ вѣры, т̏ | е͗гоже вь малѣ мьчмь тѡлкымь страхѡ|(..) вⷭомь 
ѡ̑бьсто́е͗щеⷨ члчⷭко что пострада|вша пе́тра ̑ кь ѿврьженїꙋ попльꙁнꙋвша се⸱ | ѿврь-
жена ͗ ѿречена полагаю͗ть⸱ не е̑гоже | рады вн̏ непщꙋю̑ть нь̏ е̑гоже рад мльчеⷮ | 
̑ ськрваю̑ть⸱ ꙁанеже о̑ ѿстꙋпленⷯ прⷣѣвьспро|повѣда г͠ле⸱ потьщтеⷭ нескврьнн 
̑ непоро|чн ̑мꙋ ѡ̑брѣстⷭ вь сьмрен̑ г͠а нашего дль|готрьпѣнїе сп͠сенїе 
вьмѣнꙗ̑те⸱ ꙗ̑коже вь|ꙁлюбленї наⷲ паѵ́ль поданнѣ е̑мꙋ прѣмⷹдро|ст напса вамь⸱ 
̑ вь вьсⷯѣ посланыⷯ е̑го гл͠е | (т)ѣмы ѡ̑ сⷯ вь нⷯже сꙋть не ꙋ̑добь раꙁꙋмѣва|е͗ма 
нѣкаа⸱ ꙗ͗же ненаꙋ̑ченї ̑ неꙋ̑тврьжⷣен | раꙁвращаю̑ть ꙗ̑коже ̑ прочаа пса́нїа, кь 
сво|е̑̏ ⷯ погыбѣл⸱ || ̑бо врьховнаго сїа̀ словеса, сꙋпротвнѣ | тⷯѣ вьспроповѣдꙋю̑-
ть дрьꙃость же ̑ ꙁлочь|стїе⸱ ̑же ̑ сама̀а же ꙋ̑бо госпоⷣскаа слове|са⸱ ̑ а̑полⷭьскаа 
̑ на пїсанїа⸱ гл͠ю же дѣа|нїа а̑по́столска⸱ ̑ сьборна гл͠емаа раꙁвѣ | вьспоменꙋтыⷯ 
вь врьховнѡⷨ⸱ ѡ̑на ꙋбо̏ н | же рѣчм пре̑млють, раꙁвращаю̑ть ꙗ̑ко|же рече 
се̑ ̑скрвлꙗю̑ть свое мь погы|бѣл⸱ ̑ дѣанїа а̑полⷭьска ̑ сьборнаа не̑ вь|с ѿ нⷯ 
сьставлꙗю̑ть дрꙋгымь⸱ сꙋт же ̑же | ̑сьчетаваю̑ть⸱ нь̏ ѡ̑ пр͠роцⷯѣ ꙋ̑бо ̑ о̑ ве́тхоⷨ | 
ꙁавѣтѣ ̑ ѡ̑ ⷯже вь немь прочⷯ ст͠ыⷯ вьсїа|сїа̑вшыⷯ ̑ ѡ̑ врьховнымь а̑поⷭлѡⷨ, 
такѡ | вьꙁбѣсшеⷭ⸱ сьборнꙋꙋ же цр͠квь своа ⷯ на|рчꙋть сньмща⸱ вьнегда на̑ паче 
кь бл͠го|чьствымь, слѡвеса ̑ вьꙁсканїа поⷣв|жеть, о̑собнї бо млтв нарчю-
ть тⷯѣ сь|борща⸱ не тькмо же нь̏ ͗ сп͠сное ѡⷫпⷬлⷺьⷩвⷷаⷠюⷬ ⷺ ⷢ ⷹ|ще крьщенїе пртвараю̑т се 
пре̑мат тѡ̏, | е͗уⷢльскые гл͠ы крьщенїе помшлꙗю̑ще⸱ ̑бо | рекоше г͠ь рече аꙁь ̑смь 
вѡда жва⸱ ѡбаче | вьнегдаже ѕѣлнѣ̑шомꙋ нѣкое̑мꙋ тѣле|сномꙋ недꙋгꙋ првьпаⷣнꙋ-
ть⸱ ̑ чьстнї ̑ ж|вѡтворещ кртⷭь ̑же ѿ дрѣва сьтворенї, | себѣ прлагаю͗ть⸱ 
та же полꙋчвше ̑сцѣленїа, || ськрꙋшаю̑ть сь̏ ̑л сьпопраю̑ть ногама | ͗ ѿмѣ-
таю̑ть⸱ нь̏ ̑дѣты сво̏е ѿ цр͠квныⷯ пре|свутерь множце сп͠снїмь сподоблꙗюⷮ | 
просвѣттⷭ крьщенїемь⸱ ꙋ͗спѣваты же тѣ|лꙋ кь полꙁ кртⷭꙋ же ̑ крьщенїꙋ, же 
вьсакые | полꙁ ѡ̑бльгꙋю̑ще недосто̑нї⸱ не по сꙋ|щомꙋ же пⷪродты сⷯ дѣ̑ствꙋ кь 
дш͠ о̑ч|щені̇ꙋ. ̑л вь которꙋꙋ нꙋ се̏ польꙁꙋ⸱ мно|ꙁ же ѿ нⷯ ̑ прчещенїа чьст-
наго тѣла ̑ | крьве х͠а б͠а нашего прчещаю͗т се кь прѣ|льщенїꙋ простѣ̑шыⷯ⸱ 
о̑ реченыⷯ же, н же | сьборнїе цр͠кве пресву́тер н же прочее | сщ͠ннкы пре̑млю-
ть⸱ ꙁанеже рекоше е̑же | на х͠а сьборще сщ͠еннц ̑ пресвутер | сьставше⸱ а̑ ⷯже 
ꙋ̑бо ѿ нⷯ сщ͠енкѡⷨ чнь | ѻ̑дрьжещыⷯ, не̏ сщ͠еннкы нь̏ сьѿхоⷣнкы | ̑ нотарїе сⷯ 
̑менꙋю̑ть⸱ с̏ же н же.ⷥбⷩрⷶаⷨ ⷷ|(..)мь н же прѣбыванїемь, н же кымь нⷨ | 
ѡбраꙁѡⷨ жтїе чсто вьѡ̑бражаваю̑ть⸱ не|поⷣбное ̑го кь множьствꙋ покаꙁꙋю̑ть⸱ а̑ | 
еже е͗ѵⷢлїꙋ не ꙋ̑сьмнѣваю̑т се покланꙗт | се⸱ не ꙋ̑же бо ̑деже чьстнаго крⷭта ѡбра|ꙁь 
начрьта се, нь̏ ⷡ ꙺпрочее ̏ кнгы чест⸱ вь | немже ̑ꙁѡбраженїе крⷭта не ꙁнаменае̑т 
се⸱ | рекоше бо кнѕѣ покланꙗтⷭ ꙗ̑ко влчⷣнаа || ѡ̑бьдрьжещо слѡвеса⸱ нь̏ елка ꙋ̑бо 
кь до|гматѡⷨ прклаⷣна сꙋть слвѡⷡꙋ, сце сꙋть | ꙁлочьств⸱ ̑ кь стнѣ ̑ кь себѣ 
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вьсма̏ | несь́гласн⸱ жтїе же сⷯ ̑спльнь ꙋ̑бо ⷭ | неꙋ̑дрьжанїа, ̑спльнь же скврь-
ненї не|͗ꙁреченⷯ⸱ ̑ нечстоть дⷩоⷷꙋ̑мѣннїⷯ⸱ ка|саю̑т се смѣшенⷹї ѡ̑боⷯ сⷭтвь̏⸱ кь 
сⷡаꙺкомⷹ | скврьннодѣ̑ствїꙋ бестꙋⷣнѣ ̑мꙋще ра|ꙁвѣ нѣкыⷯ ѿ нⷯ ⷤрⷷекоше ег̑оже кь 
родвшыⷨ | тькмо ꙋ̑кланѣтⷭ смѣшенїа⸱ п̑а̑нттвꙋ | же ̑ блꙋдꙋ жтїе вьсе̑ ꙁданно 
мꙋть⸱ | ̑ вьсако нораꙁлчїе ѡ̑бчае̑мь хранеть⸱ | о̑ ꙁлочестном же семь тѵ́хїкꙋ 
пр̑де слѡ́|во, се̏ прложꙋ нн͠ꙗ⸱ сь̏ бо ѡ̑ного себе ль|жеслѡвьствѡвааше быт е̑гоже 
вь посла|ныⷯ а̑посⷧтⷪовⷯѣ ѡ̑бносмаго же ̑ множ|цею паметы похвално сподоблꙗе-̑
ма⸱ | проповⷣѣнка же ѿ паѵ́ла кь нмь посла|тⷭ⸱ ̑ ꙗ̑же вьꙁвѣщае͗ть ̑ гл͠еть⸱ не̏ 
свое̑̏ | ̑мꙋ промꙋдрост быт, ꙋ̑чещаго же ꙋ̑|бо ̑ пославшаго паѵ́ла ꙁавѣщанїе⸱ 
таже | ̑ петїмь стомь лѣтѡмь ст(а)рѣшы па|вль ̑ тѵ́хїка бывь⸱ дльжно ⷭ раꙁ
ꙋмѣты | ꙗ̑ко ̑ꙁьбравь аꙁь ꙗ̑же ꙋ͗же реченнаа ͗ ꙗ̑|же вь прочее поⷣꙋ̑чненаа настое-
щомꙋ тї́тлꙋ | вь главꙁнахь⸱ || ѡ̑ва ꙋ̑бо̏, по вьсемⷹ сьврьнⷲаⷷ положⷯ⸱ по ськра|щенїꙋ 
дльготы ꙋ̑клонв се⸱ нѣкаа же ѿ ⷯже | вь сьпсанныⷯ реченаго патрїаха ̑ по вь|-
семꙋ прѣтеко⸱ елка ꙁа гльбнꙋ раꙁꙋмѣнї |̑л ̑ ꙁа е̑же ѕѣлѡ⸱ (ѡ̑) сꙺплетеное 
͗ вьнꙋтрь сь|строе̑ное⸱ малмь ꙋ͗бо бѣⷯ ⷹпрстꙋпна ̑ | бл͠гоꙋгоⷣна⸱ таа̏жⷣе же ꙋ̑бо прⷣѣс-
тавлꙗю|щее кꙋпнораꙁꙋмѣнїа ̑ꙁьбраннымь⸱ а̑ще ̑ |нѣм рѣчм ̑ ̑ноѡ̑браꙁнмы 
начнань|мы сьпрохожⷣаахꙋ се⸱ вьса же ꙋ̑каꙁанїа |мꙋть, ѿ е͗уⷢлї ꙋ̑бо ̑ ѿ а̑постола 
реченї⸱ | сїа̏ же е̑дна пре̑млеть почтаты ̑ ꙋ̑тврь|жⷣат, ѿстꙋпленїа сїе̏ сьборще⸱ 
ꙗ̑ко ̑ двѣ̏ | начелѣ по беꙁꙋмнїⷯ ѡ̑нⷯѣ, бл͠го же ̑ лꙋка|вѡ⸱ покаꙁаⷭ же се ꙋ̑бо ̑ вь 
̑мже на маⷩхе́ тї́|тлѣ. покажет жеⷭ по нѣ̏ ̑ вь настое̑щемь | по ̑ныⷯ раꙁꙋмѣнїѡⷯ⸱ 
да речет се ꙋ̑бо прьвѣе | ѡ̑ лꙋкавѡⷨ⸱ е̑гоже лꙋкавѡ начелѡ ̑ сьдѣте|лно ѿ похваль, 
с̏ ̑же лꙋкаваго ꙁданїа | ѕѣлѡ ꙁлочьствнѣ пртворше  | Гл͠ет бо ѿ тм̏ 
̑ ѡгнѣ быт лꙋкавагѡ⸱ | да вьпрашаю̑ть ⷯ⸱ как(ѡ) не ꙋ̑довлѣ тма̏ | тькмо вь 
бытїе е̑го⸱ како же не тькмо ѡгнь⸱ | какѡ не начелѡ сїа̏ паче⸱ ̑ что быⷭше ̑ чтоⷤ | 
творть⸱ ̑же ѿ нⷯ про̑ꙁьшьⷣшомꙋ вьсхыт|вшомꙋ начельствѡ  || Аще чювьствнь 
ⷭ ѡгнь, че ⷭ дѣло⸱ а͗ще лꙋ|каваго, како ѿ него ꙋ̑же ̑ ѿ тьмы̏ г͠люⷮ про|̑ꙁты лꙋка-
ваго⸱ а̑ще л же бл͠гаго, како | рекоше нчтоже чꙋвьствно сьдѣтел|ствѡват бл͠га-
го⸱ мсльно бо нкакоже | вьꙁмогꙋть рещы лꙋкаваго е͗же̏ првест⸱ | мсльнаа бо 
вьса̏, бл͠гомꙋ ѿдаше⸱ нꙋжⷣа | ꙋ͗бо бѣжещымь тⷨѣ е̑же̏ даты лꙋкавомⷹ | бытїе ѡгнꙗ, 
ꙗ̑ко да не̏ нн͠ꙗ ꙋ̑бо ꙁдателꙗ | нн͠ꙗ же ꙁданїе тожⷣе ѡ̑блчаю̑т се бледе|ще⸱ ̑ не 
хотещыⷯ ̑сповѣдоваты бл͠гаго | быт ̑ ѡгнь сьдѣтельствѡ⸱ вьсако бо чꙋвь|ствнї 
ѡгнь елко а̑ще ̑ помрачшеⷭ н же̏ | беꙁначелнь: н же̏ прсносꙋщьнь рекꙋⷮ  | ͗Ꙗко 
не двѣ̏ начелѣ, нь̏ е͗днь сьдѣтель небꙋ | ̑ ꙁемл ͗ мже посрѣдѣ Нѣцї ꙋ̑бо 
ѿ нⷯ | рекоше бл͠гаго б͠а, сьдѣтелꙗ быт не͠бꙋ е͗|дномꙋ⸱ ꙁемл же ͗ мже посрѣдѣ 
творца дрⷹ|гаго првьвѡдеть⸱ нѣцї же сⷯ, многоѡ̑бра|ꙁна бо прѣльсть⸱ ͗ не͠бо 
самое ͑ ꙗ̑же посрѣдѣ | вьса дрьꙁнꙋше рещы творенїа врага⸱ нь̏ а͗|ще же ꙋ͗бо ⷭ не͠бо 
по ѡ͗нѣⷯ бѣсованїꙋ дѣлѡ лꙋ|каваго, како бл͠гы б͠ь на не͠бсныⷯ прѣпоч|ваеть сьдѣ-
тельствѡвавшыⷯ се ѿ лꙋкаваго⸱ | како же л сп͠сь нашь помолтⷭ чꙋнⷣꙋꙋ ѡ̑нꙋ || 
̑ ꙋ̑жаснꙋю молтвꙋ наꙋ̑чавае ̑ прѣдавь ре|че⸱ ѿче нашь же на не͠бсеⷯ⸱ ̑ да бꙋдеть 
вѡ́лꙗ | твоа ꙗ̑ко на не͠бс ͗ на ꙁемл⸱ ͗ пакы̏ а̑ще ѡ̑|ставте чл͠кѡⷨ сьгрѣшенїа ⷯ, 
ѡ̑ставть ̑ ѿ | ̑ ваⷨ, ѿць вашь неб͠снї⸱ ̑ е͠ще же ̑же а͗ще кто | сьтворть волю 
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ѿца мое̑го ̑же на не͠бсеⷯ | ть̏ мнѣ брать ̑ сестра ̑ мат ⷭ⸱ ̑ что а̑ще | кто ̑сч-
тае̑ть, ⷯже рад неб͠снаго ̑ на не|бесеⷯ сп͠сь ѿца вьспроповѣдꙋе̑ть⸱ нь̏ какѡ | не 
ꙋ̑б̑цꙋ не ськрвае̑ть бестꙋⷣное, ꙗ̑вле|ннѣ͗шее сп͠сꙋ гл͠ющꙋ⸱ ̑сповѣдꙋю̑тⷭ ѿче | г͠ 
не͠бсе ̑ ꙁемле⸱ не тькмо бо ꙁде̏ сего не͠бс | г͠а нь̏ ̑ ꙁемл ꙗ̑снослѡвть⸱ что сегоⷹ 
ⷠсⷪвѣ|дѣтельства т̑врьдѣ̑шее⸱ что же слнѣ͗шее. | ̑ ѿца г͠а нашего і̑ѵ͠ х͠а, сьдѣтелꙗ 
̑ г͠а прѣⷣста|вты вьсемꙋ⸱ ̑ бѡ͠борнаа ꙁаградты ꙋста, | ̑ петрѡвы же рече сп͠сь⸱ 
дамь тебѣ ключе цар|ства неб͠снаго ̑ прочаа⸱ ꙁр же м ̑ се̏⸱ крⷭт|в се і̑с͠, вьсход-
ть абїе ѿ вѡды⸱ како вьꙁда|нїе лꙋкаваго по ̑стнѣ сꙋщї бл͠гаго ѿца с͠нь | бл͠гы, 
крⷭтв се ѿ о̑нꙋдꙋ вьсходть⸱ ̑ се̏ ѿврь|ꙁошеⷭ не͠бса⸱ ̑ ̑ноꙁданїе пакы̏ лꙋкавїе рꙋкы 
| по тѣⷯ⸱ чьсо рад ѿврьꙁошеⷭ ̑ чьсого рад⸱ в|дѣ д͠хь б͠жї рече сьходещь ꙗ̑ко 
голꙋбь⸱ третїе | се̏ нечьстїа вь малⷯ гл͠ѣхь ѡ̑блченїе⸱ како бо || вь ѡбраꙁѣ ꙁданїа 
лꙋкаваго б͠жї⸱ д͠хь вьѡ͗|бражае͗т се⸱ ̑ сьходыть ѿ дѣль вражыⷯ⸱ ѿ | о̑нꙋдꙋ сьходе 
гредеть на г͠а⸱ четврьт | стльпь ѡблченїꙋ нечьстїа глаⷭ ѿдавае̑т се | ѿ не͠бсь, сь̏ 
ⷭ сн͠ь мо вьꙁлюбленї ѡ̑ немже | бл͠го̑ꙁволⷯ⸱ прꙁра͗ мы вьꙁлюбленне на вь|-
сакы гл͠ь како тѣⷨ сьпро̑сходть е̑же на не|чьстїе не̑ꙁбѣжное ѡ̑блченїе⸱ сь̏ ⷭ рече 
| сн͠ь мо вьꙁлюбленї ѡ̑ немже бл͠го̑ꙁволⷯ⸱ кто | сь̏ ̑же вь вѡдаⷯ крьщае̑мы̏, 
е̑мꙋже ѿврьꙁошеⷭ | не͠бса⸱ на нже дх͠ь мо вь ѡбраꙁѣ голꙋба сь|ходе ѿ не͠бсь, 
сьпрсвѣдѣтельствꙋе̑ть | крьщае́маго сн͠ѡвьствѡ⸱ вьса моа̏ рады мо|ⷯ тваре мо 
сн͠ь, волю ̑спльнꙗваемою | сп͠сенїе наꙁдавае̑ть мрꙋ⸱ е̑дно д͠ха ѡбла|ст е̑дно-
расльномꙋ сьпрѣбываю̑що⸱ ̑ вьспро|повѣдꙋю̑що вещїꙋ прсное сн͠ѡвьства |
 Аще прѣстоль б͠жї нарчетⷩьⷷ ⷠⷪже болшее ѿ ныⷯ | ѿца ̑ ꙗ̑же сꙋть ѿца вѣды̏, 
поⷣножїе же ꙁемлю⸱ | ̑ граⷣ ̑го і͗е͗росо́лма, како не послѣнⷣаго не|чьстїа⸱ мже свѣдѣ-
тель с͠нь⸱ сїа̏ нѣкымь прѣ|сѣцаты е̑мꙋ⸱ ̑ дрꙋгаго прѣсѣченнымь твор|ты тво-
рца⸱ ̑же бо вьса̏ кь сп͠сенїꙋ нашемꙋ | ̑ творе ̑ ꙋ̑че х͠с б͠ь, клетвꙋ ꙗ̑ко сꙋщꙋ прѣкле|-
товьства дверь члчⷭкаго ꙋ̑кланꙗе жтїа рече⸱ || аꙁь же гл͠ю вамь не клетⷭ ѿнꙋⷣ⸱ н же 
вь | не͠бо ꙗ̑ко прѣстоль ⷭ б͠жї⸱ н же вь ꙁемлю ꙗ̑|ко поⷣножїе нѡгь ̑го ⷭ⸱ н же вь 
і̑е̑росо́л|ма, ꙗ̑ко граⷣ ⷭ ц͠ра велкаго⸱ нь̏ н же вь | главꙋ свою рече⸱ не можешы бо н 
же е̑д|нь влась бѣль ̑л чрьнь сьтворты⸱ гла́вꙋ | ̑ і̑е̑росо́лма ̑ ꙁемлю ̑ не͠бо 
чꙋвьствнаа, | ̑ ꙗ̑же ꙁрѣнїе̑мь расꙋжⷣаемаа г͠ле⸱ ꙗ̑же і̑ꙋде́|о̑мь бѣше ѡ̑бча клетвꙋ 
творты⸱ н же | пакы̏ вь басн ̑ блед главꙋ ̑ і̑е̑рꙋсалмь | ̑ ꙁемлю ͗ не͠бо не̑с-
товьство да прѣвраща|е̑ть, ꙗ̑коже вь многыⷯ ѡ̑бче ѿ недоꙋ̑мѣ|нїа творты⸱ ̑бо 
вдмое не͠бо, ̑ чꙋвь|ствнꙋꙋ ꙁемлю⸱ ̑ і̑е͗росо́лма⸱ ꙗ̑же древле ꙋ͗|бо сьꙁдана бѣхꙋ⸱ по 
родовѣⷯ же послѣжⷣе | наꙁдавае̑ть ̑ ꙋ̑крашае̑ть⸱ сїа̏ ꙋ̑бо прѣстоль | ꙁоветь⸱ сїꙋ̏ же поⷣ-
ножїе⸱ сь̏ же граⷣ велго ц͠ра⸱ | кое̑гоже ц͠ра ѿ ̑нꙋдꙋ ть̏ ꙗ̑вленнѣ͗шее наꙋ͗|чавае̑ть⸱ не 
творте г͠ле дѡмь ѿца моего доⷨ | кꙋпльнї, ͗же вь і͗е͗росолмѣⷯ храмь, ѿца дѡⷨ | 
̑менꙋе⸱ е̑гоже рад ̑ і̑рросо́лма граⷣ ꙁоветь⸱ | е̑гоже вь мже о̑ клетваⷯ ѿреченї 
велкаⷢ ⷪ реⷱ | ц͠ра, ꙁде ѿца себѣ бѡ͠слѡвлꙗаше⸱ тѣⷨ же ͗ про|даю̑щыⷯ вѡ̀л ̑ ѡвце, 
̑ голꙋбце⸱ ѡ̑тьчкⷭы | доⷨ, кꙋпьчьскаго ѡ̑чщае ꙋ̑коренїа ̑ꙁганꙗеть⸱ || ̑ правеⷣны 
тѣⷨ гнѣвь ꙁапрѣщае̑ть⸱ ꙗ̑коже бо | ꙋ̑кортеле ѡбрѣты⸱ ̑ ѡ̑тьчьскаго дѡмⷹ ̑ ѡ̑тьч-
кⷭые | ꙁаповѣды Рече бо сп͠сь любыте врагы ва|ше⸱ добротворте на навдещмь 
ваⷭ⸱ ꙗ̑ко да | бꙋдете сн͠ове ѡца вашего е̑гоже на не͠бсеⷯ⸱ ̑же | вьꙁьсїа̑вае̑ть сл͠нце свое̏ 
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на лꙋкавые ̑ бл͠гые⸱ | ̑ дьжⷣть на правеⷣнїе ̑ неправеⷣные⸱ бꙋдѣте ꙋ̑бо | вы̏ сьврь-
шен ꙗ̑коже ѿцьць (!) вашь неб͠снї сьврь|шень ⷭ⸱ ̑бо сьврьшенї ѡтць, е̑гоже 
вамь по|драⷤвⷶаты ̑же ⷭствѡⷨ ꙋ̑чть сн͠ь⸱ са̏мь сь̏ ⷭ ̑ | не нь⸱ ̑же вдмое вьссїа̑вае 
сл͠нце, ̑ свѣⷮ | намь чꙋвьствнїмь чꙋвьствны дарꙋе⸱ ̑ дь|жⷣе на правеⷣные ̑ неп-
равеⷣнїе⸱ на плѡдоно|сїе ̑ дѣланїе ꙁемле⸱ ̑ ꙗ̑ко́же а̑ще что просⷮ кь нера|створенїꙋ 
вьꙁдꙋⷯ, е̑гѡже трѣбꙋ̑емь кь ѿдха|нїꙋ⸱ ѿврат ꙁа сꙋхость, ꙁа е̑ю̑же ѿ дьжⷣевь мо|кро-
тꙋ кь бл͠горастворенїꙋ вьꙁведет се⸱ где | ꙋ̑бо нн͠ꙗ сꙋть ̑же нераꙁдѣлнаго б͠жїа цртⷭвїа 
| беꙁаконнї раꙁдѣл́теле⸱ ̑же ꙁемле ꙋ̑бо ̑ вь|ꙁдꙋха, ̑ дьжⷣевь ̑ сл͠нца, ̑ е͗дносьс-
тоа̑телнⷨ, | дрꙋгаго наꙁдаваю̑ще сьдѣтелѣ⸱ ного же м|сльнымь Аще прьвѣе̑ ꙋ̑бо 
ѿ прѣст͠аго дх͠а | о͗дхавае̑мь давⷣ⸱ послѣжⷣе ̑ бжвⷭны паѵ́ль | свѣтлѣ вьꙁвае̑ть 
гласѡⷨ⸱ ꙗ̑ко ͗же ѿ мѡѵ̈сеа | проповѣдꙋе̑мы б͠ꙋ кь г͠ꙋ нашемꙋ і̑ѵ͠ х͠ꙋ г͠ле⸱ || сн͠ь мо е̑с 
ты̏ аꙁь дньⷭ родⷯ те⸱ сп͠сов бо на|шемꙋ паѵ́ль кь е̑вреомь п́ше⸱ ѡ̑тьчкⷭы сь̏ пр|с-
тавлꙗе̑ть глаⷭ⸱ ̑же давдѡⷨ пр͠рочьствѡ|ванї ꙗ̑коже рече се⸱ ̑ пакы̏ да покланꙗюⷮ | 
се е̑мꙋ вьс аггелы б͠жї⸱ ͗ пакы̏⸱ ̑ ты̏ вь на|челѣ г͠ ꙁемлю ѡ̑снова⸱ ̑ дѣла рꙋкь 
твоⷯ сꙋⷮ | не͠бса, ̑ прочаа⸱ а͗ще сїа̏ прѣⷣрече ꙋ͗бо дх͠ѡмь | бѡ͠ѡ̑тць давⷣ⸱ ꙁапечатлѣ же 
͗же не͗ꙁречеⷩ|нымь ꙋ̑чтель ̑ та̑новѡдьць⸱ ꙋ̑тврьжⷣа|вае ꙗ̑же древнѣго ꙁаконо-
полѡженїа б͠ь⸱ ть̏ | ⷭ ͗же аггескые вьсе чн поклонн̑ ра|бны сьтворвы рожеⷣнїꙋ⸱ 
тьжⷣе же ꙋ͗бо а̑ не | нь⸱ ̑же ꙁемлю о̑сновавь⸱ ͗ е̑гоже дѣла рꙋкь сꙋⷮ | не͠бса⸱ како не 
вьсако нечьстїе прѣвьсходеть⸱ | же ного ꙋ̑бо ѿца гл͠юще г͠а нашего і̑ѵ͠ х͠а |ного 
же сьдѣтельствѡвавша не͠бо ̑ ꙁемлю | Скаꙁꙋе же ꙋ̑бо сп͠сь прⷮчꙋ сѣа͗вшаго доброе 
| сѣ́мена селѣ свое͗мь рече⸱ сѣ́е доброе сѣме | ⷭ сн͠ь члчⷭкы⸱ село же ⷭ мрь⸱ доброе 
же сѣме | сы̏ сꙋть сн͠ѡве црⷭтвїа⸱ плѣвел же ꙋ̑бо сꙋⷮ с͠но|ве лꙋкаваго⸱ враг же сѣе та̏ 
ⷭ дїаволь⸱ сл|шыш л како мрь ꙋ̑бо сво гл͠еть⸱ ̑ сѣме па|кы̏ свое ⷯже вь немь⸱ 
ⷯже ̑ с͠ны црⷭтвїа гл͠еть⸱ | е̑дно же тькмо плѣвелѡⷨ прсѣанїе на вра|га ѿслае̑ть⸱ 
вь прочⷯ же свѣтлѣ свое цртⷭвїе || вьспроповѣдꙋе̑ть мрь⸱ како на скоⷩчанї | вѣка 
сего, а͗ не бꙋдꙋщаго⸱ послеть с͠нь | члчⷭкы аггел своеⷨ, ̑ сьберꙋть ѿ цртⷭвїа | е̑го, ꙗ̑вѣ 
ꙗ̑ко настое̑щаго мра сьбла|ꙁны⸱ не̏ бо̏ вь бꙋдꙋщемь ̑ нескончае͗момь | н̏ ꙋ͗бо⸱ н же 
плѣвеле сѣꙋт се ̑ проꙁебаюⷮ, | н же сьставлꙗю̑т се сьблаꙁны⸱ ꙗ̑ко да а|ггел сн͠а 
члчкⷭаго сьберꙋть тїе̏⸱ понеже | ̑ по е̑же ѿ мра сего сьбранї тѣⷨ⸱ сїе̏ ꙋ̑бо | вь пеще 
ѡгньнꙋꙋ врьгꙋт се⸱ тогдаже ̑ | правеⷣнї вь цртⷭв ѡца просїаю̑ть ꙗ̑ко сл͠нце⸱ | что 
сⷯ госпоⷣскыⷯ гласовь свѣтлѣ̑шее ̑|л слнѣ̑шее⸱ ⷯже рад мр же ̑ ꙗ̑же вь неⷨ | 
х͠а ̑ сп͠са нашего вьспроповѣдет се⸱ влⷣка | же ̑ ц͠рь, ꙗ͗коже бꙋдꙋщаго такѡ ̑ насто-
е͗|щаго вьꙁвѣщавае̑т се цртⷭвїа Даⷭ мⷭ | рече вьсака влаⷭ на не͠бс̏ ̑ на ꙁемл⸱ како 
ꙋ̑бо | ѿ ѡца пре̑ть ѡбласть не͠бсе ̑ ꙁемле, мже не | бѣ г͠ь дае̏, ꙗ̑коже т̏ бледеть⸱ 
̑ а͗ще села ̑ | дѡмове рꙋкы сꙋть лꙋкаваго⸱ како бл͠гы | мже ꙋ̑срⷣно послѣⷣство-
вавшымь ̑мꙋ сь вѣ|чнїмы бл͠гым ̑ села ̑ дѡмы ѡ̑бѣщаⷭ податы | Тьжⷣе 
а̑пос́толь проповѣдꙋе ѕжⷣтелꙗ вьсѣ|мь⸱ ѿца г͠а нашего і͗ѵ͠ х͠а⸱ ̑ того стннаго | 
б͠а⸱ нчм же мньша вьꙁвѣщае̑ть сего⸱ || ͗ вь нⷯже вьспѣваеть бл͠годѣть даннꙋю̑ | 
е͗мꙋ, ͗ вьвѣреннаго таньства̀ с́лꙋ⸱ ре|к бо ꙗ̑ко мнѣ послѣⷣнѣ̑шемꙋ вьсѣⷯ даⷭ се | 
бл͠годѣть сїа̏ вь ͗ꙁыцѣⷯ бл͠говѣствѡват | не̑слѣдмое богаⷮствѡ хѡ͠во 
͗ просвѣт|ты вьсѣⷯ⸱ котѡрое сьмотренїа таньствѡ⸱ | ськрьвенаго вь бо͠ѕѣ⸱ абїе 
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же сьвь̀кꙋплꙗ|е̑ть вьса сьꙁдавшомꙋ і͗ѵ͠ хѡ͠мь⸱ ꙗ̑коже вьсѣⷨ | ꙋ̑бо ѕжⷣтель ѿць⸱ вьсѣⷨ 
же ѕжⷣтель ̑ с͠нь⸱ | ѡпще бо ̑ нераꙁлчно ꙗ̑коже ⷭс́твѡ ̑ ѡбла|сть ̑ цртⷭвѡ 
̑ сла, такѡ ̑ сьдѣтествѡ вд|мⷯ же ̑ невдмыⷯ вьсѣⷯ, ̑ е̑же ѿ несꙋщыⷯ вь е|же 
быт прведенїе ̑ ѡ̑сꙋщьствѡванїе  | Вь ныⷯ же бѡ͠слове па́вль рече⸱ е͗днь б͠ь 
̑ ѡтць | вьсѣмь же наⷣ вьсѣмы ̑ рад вьсѣⷯ ̑ вь вьсѣⷯ | наⷭ⸱ нераꙁлꙋчно же 
̑ нераꙁдѣлно, ꙗ̑коже ⷭство | ̑ вѡ́лю, такѡ ̑ сьдѣ́тельствѡ ̑ дрьжавꙋ вѣ|ды ѿца 
͗ с͠на⸱ таажⷣе ̑ сп͠сѣ дрьꙁновеннѣ͗|шымь вьꙁвае͗ть гласѡⷨ⸱ ѡ̑ немже бо рече сь| 
ꙁдашеⷭ вьса̏, ꙗ̑же на не͠бсеⷯ ꙗ̑вѣ ꙗ̑ко ̑ ꙗ̑же на | ꙁемл⸱ ͗ ꙗ̑ко да не̏ не̑ствѡвьствѡ, 
блед | дрꙋгые сщ͠еннымь гласовѡⷨ вьложть, ͗ е̑ще | по̀ прблженїꙋ прѣскаꙁꙋе͗ть, 
котора сꙋть ꙗ̑|же на не͠бсеⷯ ͗ ꙗ̑же на ꙁемл⸱ ꙗ̑ко ꙗ̑же вдма | ͗ ꙗ͗же невдма⸱ ͗ сїа̏ 
вьса̏ ѡ̑ немь рече сьꙁдашеⷭ⸱ || ͗ е͗го рад ͗ внь⸱ какѡ ꙋ͗бо ѿстꙋпное бѣсо|ванїе, 
вдмымь ꙋ͗бо, ного пртвара|е̑ть творца⸱ ного же вⷩⷷдмымь  | Рече бжтⷭв-
нї па́ѵль ꙗ͗ко невⷣмаа е͗го срѣчь | бл͠гаго, ѿ сьꙁданїа мрꙋ твореньмы раꙁꙋ|мѣвае̑-
ма ꙁрет се⸱ творенїа г͠ле настое̑щы | мрь, ̑ елка ꙗ̑же поⷣ чꙋвьствѡⷨ⸱ сїа̏ бо а͗ще | не 
бл͠гаго бше была, не̏ лꙋкаваго⸱ не бы|ше вь лꙋкаваго твореныⷯ невдмаа бл͠га|го 
ꙁрѣла се⸱ ͗ тогда прсносꙋщнаа е͗го сла ̑ | бжⷭтвѡ  Аще ꙗ͗коже хꙋлнї 
̑ ꙁлочьст|вы продрьꙁавае͗ть ̑ꙁыкь, по ꙁемльнаа лꙋкава|го сꙋть, како гл͠ют се 
ѡ̑пщаго нашего влкⷣкы ͗ | сп͠са⸱ вь своа̏ бо пр̑де рече, ̑ сво е̑го не пр|е͗ше⸱ а͗ще л 
же гл͠ють ѿстꙋпнц своꙗ̏ ꙋ͗бо бы|т пр͠рочьскаа словеса̏⸱ пр͗ты же вь нⷯ х͠ꙋ⸱ ѡ̑нѣⷨ 
же | сего не пре̑т, вдте л прѣ̑ꙁлшное тѣⷯ беꙁꙋ|мїе ̑ бестꙋдїе⸱ прьвѣе ꙋ̑бо какѡ 
гл͠ють пр͠рочьскаа | слѡвеса, своꙗ̏ быт х͠ꙋ⸱ тые̏ самые пр͠рокы гл͠ющыⷯ ꙁда|нїа быт 
лꙋкаваго⸱ ͗ вьдьхновенїе ѿ него пре̑|ты⸱ второе же какѡ вь пр͠рочькаа слѡвеса 
пр͗͗де | х͠с⸱ прьвѣе ꙋ͗бо вь тꙋжⷣаа прде по ѡ̑нѣⷯ слѡ́вꙋ⸱ | тꙋжаⷣа бо пр͠рочкⷭаа слѡвеса 
ꙗ͗ко ѿ тꙋжⷣаго вь|дьхновена, а͗ не ѿ бл͠гаго б͠а⸱ по тѡⷨ же кымь | даⷭ х͠с ѡбласть чедѡⷨ 
б͠жїемь быт⸱ ꙋ͗бо пр͠рочьскыⷨ | л слѡвесемь, || ̑ како не дльга бледь сїе̏⸱ слѡвеса бо 
а̑ще | ꙋ̑бо ѿ б͠а сꙋть, ѿтꙋдꙋ ͗мꙋть е̑же быт сво|ꙗ͗ б͠ꙋ⸱ а̑ще л же ѿ лꙋкаваго, како 
ꙋ̑же че|да бꙋдꙋть б͠ꙋ⸱ ͗ е̑ще же кое словѡ пр͠рочь|ско ѿкрьвен⸱ ̑ ѿ похоты пльтьскые 
̑ ѿ похо|ты мꙋжьскые род се, наност бо⸱ ̑же не ѿ|крьвен⸱ н же ѿ похоть 
мꙋжьскые, н же ѿ хо|тѣнїа пльтьска⸱ нь̏ ѿ б͠а родⷭ⸱ котораа͗ же | ѿкрьвен рожⷣенаа 
словеса⸱ ̑ котораа ͗же | н̏⸱ прочее же ꙋ̑бо своа̏ нарчеⷮ мрь⸱⸱ ꙗ̑коже | нѣгде ͗ ̑ньде 
рече кь ꙋ̑ченкѡⷨ, се̏ гредеть | чаⷭ ̑ нн͠ꙗ пр̑де ꙗ̑ко да раꙁдетеⷭ кьжⷣо вь сво|ꙗ̏⸱ каа 
ꙋ̑бо своꙗ̏ гл͠еть ꙁде̏, ꙋ̑бо пррочкⷭаа | л словеса, ̑л ꙗ̑влено ꙗ̑ко стежанїе ̑ вь|селенїе 
когожⷣо⸱ ꙗ͗коже ꙁде своꙗ̏ не̏ побѣснꙋ|ю̑що̑ се блед пр͠рѡчкⷭаа словеса гл͠еть, | нь̏ 
когожоⷣ стежанїе ͗ сво̑ дѡⷨ, такѡ ̑ вьне|гда гл͠еть вь своꙗ̏ пр͗де, ̑ сво е̑го не | 
пре̑ше⸱ сво́ꙗ ꙋбо чꙋвьствнї мрь г͠леⷮ⸱ сте|жанїе же ̑мꙋ ̑ творенїе, сь̏ поⷣбнѣ же 
̑ ̑же вь | немь⸱ ѿ них же ѡвы̏ ꙋ̑бо пре̑ше ꙋ̑ченїе ̑го⸱ ѡ|вы̏ же н̏⸱ ̑ ньде пакы 
рече, ꙗ̑ко пр͠рокь вь ѡ̑|тьчтⷭвꙋ свое̑мь чьст не мать⸱ а͗ ꙗ̑ко сво́|ꙗ̏ мрь рече, ̑ ѿ сⷯ 
ⷭ ꙗ̑вьствно ꙋ̑смотрть⸱ | бѣ̏ бо рече свѣть стнны же просвѣщае̑ть || вьсакого 
чл͠ка гредꙋщаго в мрь⸱ кы | мрь ꙗ̑вѣ ꙗ̑ко чꙋвьствнї⸱ ͗ когда просвѣ|т⸱ е͗гда 
пр́де в нь⸱ когда же пр̀де, еѵⷢлїе | вьпїе̑ть. вь мрѣⷠ ⷪ бѣ̏ рекоше⸱ вьсако бо вь | 
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чꙋвьствномь мрѣ сы̏, гредꙋщаго вь чꙋ|вьствнї мрь, просвѣщааше⸱ та же ко|то-
раго бѣ̏ мрь творенїе⸱ вь немже ть̏ бѣ | ͗ гредꙋщаго вь нь просвѣщааше⸱ не 
ѿ ͗нꙋ|дꙋ ⷭ навкнꙋт, нь̏ ѿ тѣⷯ самѣⷯ е͗ѵⷢльскыⷯ | г͠ль⸱ ̑ мр бо рече тѣⷨ быⷭ⸱ ̑ мрь 
͗го не поꙁна⸱ | е̑же равно ⷭ ѡ̑номꙋ вь своа пр̑де, ͗ сво | е̑го не пре̑ше  Аще по 
ꙁемльнаа сꙋⷮ | лꙋкаваго какѡ трьпѣше плѡ́ды ͗мы же ͗ꙁра|ст ꙁемлꙗ творенїе лꙋка-
ваго⸱ се̏ ꙋ͗бо ѿ | петь хлѣбовь, се же ͗ ѿ седмыⷯ многы тм̏ на|стыт⸱ кѡлко бо 
бѣ̏ болшее ͗ бѡ͠лѣпнѣ͗|ше⸱ не ѿ тꙋжⷣⷯ плѡдовь, нь̏ ѿ своⷯ сьꙁданї | птаты 
та̑новоⷣствꙋю̑щыⷯ се мь⸱ паче же | какѡ вьсма̏ пщꙋ ̑л пвѡ ть̏ прнесе⸱ ꙗ̑же | 
плѡⷣ бѣхꙋ ѿ дѣль лꙋкаваго⸱ како же л ꙋ̑бо | ѿ бл͠гаго ѿца просты хлѣбь 
насꙋщьствн | намь ꙁаповѣда⸱ ͗ како пакы̏ ѻч сьдѣтель|ствꙋе слѣпомꙋ⸱ не 
ѿ дрꙋгые вещ нь̏ ѿ ꙁе́мле | ̑ вѡды ꙗже бѣхꙋ лꙋкаваго, ꙁрѣнїе новѡ творѣ|ше, 
тькмо не сьраꙁдѣлꙗе̑ се врагꙋ⸱ ̑ ѡвомⷹ ꙋ̑бо || ѡ̑ставль множа̑шее творты, сам же 
че|сть ̑спльнꙗвае ѿ тꙋжⷣїе вещ, ꙗ̑коже сво|ꙋ͗ не ̑мѣе⸱ та же а̑ще не что но, нь̏ 
самое͗ же | ꙋ͗бо тѡ̏ ѡ̑каꙗ̑ные дльжно бѣ ꙋ͗млт | творт⸱ ͗ ꙋ̑смотрты⸱ съꙁдавы 
ѻко от кала, | ть̏ ⷭ ̑же ̑ꙁначела сьꙁдавы чл͠ка ѿ кала⸱ ꙗ͗|ковые чест малаа честь 
тое̑жⷣе же ͗ вьсе̏⸱ ͗ | е̑гоже мѣ вьсе сьдѣтелꙗ, тогожⷣе ̑ честь  | Гь͠ же нашь і͗ѵ͠ х͠с 
на страсть пршьⷣ, г͠а того ѡ|слꙋ ̑ жрⷣѣбцꙋ покаꙁа кь ꙋ̑ченкѡⷨ⸱ ̑бо того сь|дѣтел-
ства ͗ того госпоⷣства ̑ влⷣчⷭтва ꙗ̑коже ̑ мрь | ̑ ꙗ̑же вь немь, такѡ ̑ сїа̏, тѣмже 
рече⸱ аще ваⷨ что | речеть кто рьцѣте⸱ ꙗ̑ко г͠ь ⷯ трѣбꙋе̑ть⸱ ѿстꙋ|пленїе же не трьпть 
сїе̏⸱ нь̏ ѿ того ѡ̑бласт вь|схыщаю̑щ поⷣ сьдѣтельствѡⷨ вьчнꙗе̑ть лꙋ|каваго 
 Ѥже бо нечьствї вь прѣⷣста|вленїе свое͗го прѣⷣлагаю̑ть ꙁлочестїа⸱ ꙗ̑ко ꙋ͗|бо наче-
льствꙋе̑ть по ꙁемльнмы лꙋкавї⸱ прѣль|ствшеⷭ ѿ е͗же рещ е̑мꙋ е̑гда х͠ꙋ по ꙁемльнаа 
вь|са црⷭтвїа покаⷥ ⸱ⷶ ꙗ̑ко вьса сїа̏ тебѣ даⷨ а͗ще паⷣ по|клоншы м се⸱ се̏ тѣⷨ вь е̑же 
нчтоже ѿ тѣⷯ ѡ̑бла|даты͑ лꙋкаваго, прѣвратⷭ⸱ льж бо сы̏ ̑ льжь на|челнк͗ь⸱ ̑ н͑-
когдаже вь ̑стнѣ стое ꙗ͗коже г͠ь | нашь наꙋ̑ч, самь себе нарече начелнка по ꙁем-
ль|нїⷨ  ꙗ̑ко е͗днь сьдѣтѐль тѣла ͗ д͠ше⸱ сїрѣⷱ члка  || Аще бл͠гы ꙋ͗бо д͠шꙋ 
сьдѣтельствꙋе̑ть по бе|ꙁꙋмнїⷯ лꙋкавї же тѣлѡ, како вьсхотѣ бл͠гы̏, | сье̑днтⷭ 
ꙁданїꙋ е̑го, творенїꙋ лꙋкаваго | како же ̑ прѣтрьпѣ е̑дньствѡ лꙋкавї⸱ ͗бо | сье͗д-
ненїе ̑л бл͠го сьтворть тѣлꙋ, не трѣбꙋ|е̑ть бл͠гомⷹ ꙁлааго дѣлѡ бл͠готворты, ̑л 
| ꙁло сьтворть д͠ш⸱ е̑же беꙁмѣстнѣ͗шее | врѣдтⷭ бл͠гомꙋ сьдѣтельствꙋ ѿ лꙋка-
ваго | творенїа⸱ ̑ ̑нако же кое прѡ̑пщенїе свѣтꙋ | кь тмѣ⸱ кое͗ же л сьгласїе б͠ꙋ кь 
велї́арꙋ  | Лꙋкавї ꙋ̑бо можеть наⷭ сьмꙋщаты⸱ мы̏ же мо|жеⷨ ѿражаты сьмꙋщенїе 
̑го, д͠шею̑ же ͗ тѣлѡⷨ⸱ | а͗ще л же тѣлѡ наше можеть ѿгнат прлоⷢ | ̑го, ̑ не се̏ 
тькмо нь̏ ̑ побѣдты ̑ нꙁлож|ты е̑мꙋ вьсакꙋ кьꙁнь, како ⷭ ѡнь ѕжⷣтель | ̑го⸱ 
како же л ꙋ̑бо лꙋкавї на свое ꙁданїе | лꙋкавьствꙋе̑т се⸱ невьꙁможно ⷭ на сꙋпрот|в-
наа сьдѣтельства вьꙁводты сьдѣтель|ство д͠ше ̑ тѣлесе  Аще тѣлѡ ⷭ лꙋка|ваго 
ꙁданїе, какѡ тѣмь велкаа ѿ ͗спра|вленї твормь⸱ цѣломꙋдрїе⸱ вьꙁдрьжанїе; | 
бдѣнїе⸱ стоꙗнїе⸱ кь лютїмь трьпѣнїе⸱ мⷹ|ченїа болѣꙁны⸱ ꙗ̑же вьса̏ тѣлесе паче 




Многа ꙋ͗бо ͗ наа бледеть ꙋ͗|чтеле ̑ та͗новѡⷣц прⷣѣлежещїе ерес⸱ н же | слꙋхꙋ 
вѣрныⷯ носма, н же ̑ꙁкꙋ бл͠гочтⷭ|выⷯ гл͠ана⸱ вѣрѣ бо ⷯ начнешⷭ ѿ прѣльст, 
по|слѣдователнѣ вь вьсѣⷯ прѣльстшеⷭ⸱ ꙗ͗же ꙋ͗бо | ̑ꙁьѡ͗главленнѣ͗шаа ѿ ⷯже вь 
нⷯ е̑ретчкⷭыⷯ | велѣнї, ̑ елка о̑снованїе ̑ корень ̑ ꙗ̑коже | ̑сточнкь быше, 
сїа̏ сꙋть елка настое̑ща|го доⷩдеже прѣⷣварвь бл͠гочьствое слѡво ѡ̑|блч⸱ ̑ ꙗ͗ко-
же паꙋ͗чннї поставь раꙁдрꙋ|шы⸱ ͗ тмꙋ̏ тѣⷯ раꙁьгнавь покаꙁа ͗стнꙋ⸱ ͗наа | же 
ѡ͗ставшеⷭ, ꙗ̑ко ꙋ͗добнѣ ѿ вьꙁражаю̑щыⷯ | раꙁдрꙋштⷭ могꙋща⸱ а͗ще ꙋ͗бо покоре-
ть сꙋ|щыⷯ ⷯже ерес ̑ꙁьѡ͗главленнѣ͗шыⷯ велѣнї | ѡ̑блченїа⸱ ͗ꙁⸯлшно ͗ꙁос-
тавшхь ̑же || почест ͗стеꙁанїе вьꙁвеⷣшежеⷭ ꙋ̑бо на пра|вї пꙋть, ꙋ͗добнѣ бꙋдꙋ-
ть шьствꙋю͗ще на | вь́сакꙋ стнꙋ⸱ вьсакꙋ льжꙋ ꙗ͗коже прѣт|канїе ͗ сьблаꙁнь 
ѿ срѣд твореще͗ ѿвраꙁаю̑ще⸱ | а͗ще л же волею слѣпотьствꙋю̑ще помїѕаюⷮ | ͗ е͗ще 
кь свѣтꙋ⸱ ̑ сам о͗ себѣ мꙋжаю͗т се, | люжею̑ покрвае̑м ͗ не хотеще ѿстꙋпты 
| ѿ прѣльствшаго ⷯ д͠ха⸱ ̑ такѡ пакы̏ ꙁл|шно ̑мже почест сьвьꙁсканїе⸱ 
гнлⷨ бо | о̑снованїѡмь вьсꙋе прнаꙁдавае̑ть ктѡ⸱  | неꙋспѣшнь поⷣ͗меть трꙋⷣ⸱ 
елма же ꙋ͗бо чь|стнї крⷭть бессчьствꙋю̑ть⸱ ͗ бжтⷭвное | крьщенїе о̑плюваю̑ть⸱ 
̑ сщ͠еное прчеще|нїе та͗ные вечере ѡ͗бьрꙋгаваю̑ть⸱ прло|жет се ͗ ꙗ̑же ѡ̑ сⷯ, ѿ ⷯже 
ст͠ы͗мь ѡцемь по|трꙋжеⷣныⷯ 
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Abstract. The paper compares how Paulicians were described in different types of medieval Slavo-
nic sources by using the approach of the linguistic and culturological conceptualization of the alte-
rity. By means of linguistic analysis, it tries to reach some essential dogmatic issues in the Paulician 
doctrine, and to focalize on the perception models towards Paulicians with their tangible semantic 
codes according to the specificities of the medieval world view. The two chosen texts the analysis 
is based on, are the legendary Bulgarian narrative Sermon about how the Paulicians have been 
conceived, and the Slavonic translation of 24th title of Panoplia Dogmatica by Euthymius Zigabenus. 
The analysis is followed by an English translation of the Sermon (insofar known in 8 copies), and 
a partial edition of the Slavonic translation of Zigabenus’s work upon the unique copy from the 
manuscript BAR 296, Library of the Romanian Academy of Sciences in Bucharest, dated between 
1410–1420. The text account from the Slavonic manuscript is published for the first time, giving 
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